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Ten local newscasts each weekday, plus frequent newsmagazine features and a weekly hourlong talk program, Noon Edition

 Post Date Name Description
 2024-01-01 After landmark legislation Indiana Republican leadership ca      The session beginning Jan 8 2024 must adjourn by March 14
 2024-01-01 Losing sleep over binge watching shows and online shopping           Sleep deprivation can lead to a host of mental emotional and physical health impacts
 2024-01-01 Indiana's Energy Assistance Program helps Hoosiers with util   The state's program is funded through a federal grant from the US Department of Health and Human Services
 2024-01-01 Thomson city council members sworn in at New Year's Day c  Mayor Kerry Thomson and the newly elected council members were sworn in at a Monday ceremony marking the beginning of their terms
 2024-01-01 How can Hoosiers find jobs online without falling victim to e   Job scammers are more likely to lure potential employees away from company sites and attempt to chat on websites such as Facebook or Google Meet
 2024-01-01 Indiana testing explained: Why do kids take so many standa   State and federal guidelines require that students take certain tests to measure their growth provide feedback to parents and educators and help shape state policy
 2024-01-02 State police investigating death of inmate at Orange County  According to an ISP release jail officers delivering breakfast at around 5 am Saturday found 54yearold Jeanne Ross of Mooresville unresponsive in her cell
 2024-01-02 Child care legislation coming but pricey ideas iffy  Advocates are optimistic that interim recommendations will get traction -- but "I've been wrong before" one says
 2024-01-02 Farmer sentiment remains stable as fears of inflation subside Seventy percent of farmers surveyed expected inflation rate for consumer items to be four percent or lower in 2024
 2024-01-02 Smith Road to be partially closed 90 days for road expansion  Milestone Contractors is expected to begin work late next month or early March with utility relocation currently underwayÂ 
 2024-01-02 Regenstrief Researcher: Better care needed for sexual and ge       LGBTQ+ individuals may be more likely to need long term care as they age but also face increased risk of discrimination according to a review article from the Regenstrief InstituteÂ 
 2024-01-02 Indiana 2023 high school graduation rate climbs but trails de   The 2014 graduation rate of 901 percent was the highest since Indiana began collecting data in 2012 according to the department
 2024-01-03 Indiana State athletic director Clinkscales steps down; Lansin     Sherard Clinkscales had been the Sycamores' athletic director since 2016
 2024-01-03 Former fast-food building linked to 1978 unsolved slayings in     The building that was Burger Chef in Speedway was the site where four young workers were abducted in 1978 and found slain two days later in a field a county away
 2024-01-03 17 abortions meet exceptions under ban new report shows  Nine of the 17 abortions since Aug 21 cited a lethal fetal anomaly; seven were due to a serious health risk or life of the woman and one was due to rape or incest
 2024-01-03 1 in 5 child deaths in Indiana in 2022 due to abuse or neglec  According to the DCS's annual report 44 of the deaths were due to neglect and 17 due to abuse
 2024-01-03 Despite advocate hopes federal agency will not prevent retu     The state said it will release its plan for the return of Medicaid premiums in January
 2024-01-03 These are the major education topics Indiana lawmakers exp       Literacy absenteeism and antisemitism are among Republican legislative leaders' top priorities
 2024-01-03 Indiana GOP files brief against Rust in primary challenge  The Indiana Republican Party filed against US Congressional candidate John Rust who is seeking the Republican nomination in a case challenging a 2021 primary election law
 2024-01-03 Humane Association gives low-cost vaccines at mobile clinic   The mobile clinic will be at the Animal Care Campus on South Fieldstone Boulevard this Sunday It will return the first Sunday of each monthÂ 
 2024-01-04 More Hoosier students graduated high school in 2023 as par     New state data shows the highest graduation rates among Indiana seniors since 2016
 2024-01-04 Local health departments start getting state funds for public  Eightysix counties started receiving their slice of the $75 million public health funding pie this month to improve their health outcomes
 2024-01-04 Tominaga has big second half scores 28 Nebraska ends 7-gam      Kel'el Ware had 20 points and 10 rebounds for the Hoosiers who had a threegame winning streak end
 2024-01-04 IEDC report shows almost $29 billion in investments during 2 These investments expect to create more than 21000 jobs with an average wage of $3607 or $75025 annually
 2024-01-04 Man found dead on federal death row planned suicide in fin   Friends of Nasih Khalil Ra'id say he was struggling to cope with conditions at the Federal Correctional Complex in Terre Haute Indiana The facility houses the US prison bureau's "Special Confinement Unitâ€� or federal death row
 2024-01-04 Eight state lawmakers will not seek reelection ahead of 2024   Since 2012 an average of about 13 state lawmakers per election cycle have opted not to run for reelection either to retire or seek a different office
 2024-01-04 Local health departments receive $75 million in first round o     The Indiana Department of Health said a key component of the initiative is to allow local health departments to determine how the funding is spent since they have insight on what their communities need
 2024-01-04 Cover Crop Premium Discount Program available to farmers  The program will reward farmers who plant cover crops by providing a reduced premium on their crop insurance
 2024-01-04 Three Bloomington businesses closed Wednesday  Brilliant Coffee Company Nourish Bar and Capisce Market all closed indefinitely Wednesday
 2024-01-04 Mike Pence visits Israel affirms support for war  Pence tweeted images of himself at the sites of several Oct 7 Hamas attacks including the city of Sderot the Kfar Aza kibbutz and the grounds of the Re'im Music Festival where 364 concertgoers were killed
 2024-01-05 Students in Indiana's smallest schools struggle as enrollment    A new statewide study fuels ongoing discussions around rural school consolidation
 2024-01-05 Rokita files response in disciplinary case  Indiana Attorney General Todd Rokita submitted a new and bombastic filing accusing the Indiana Supreme Court Disciplinary Commission of caving to outside pressure
 2024-01-05 Indiana women perfect from field in first quarter rout Michig Indiana didn't miss a field goal in the first quarter shooting 13 of 13 that included six 3pointers and were 4 of 6 from the freethrow line while building a 3617 advantage
 2024-02-02 New emergency vet clinic fills pet hospital gap  A new emergency vet clinic that opened Feb 1 will fill the vacancy of emergency veterinary services in Bloomington
 2024-01-05 South-central Indiana could see light snow accumulation  Light snow is expected across most of central Indiana tonight into Saturday
 2024-01-05 Homeless encampment removed from city lot with new may   The City of Bloomington vacated a homeless encampment on the city's southwest side during the fourth day of new mayor Kerry Thomson's term
 2024-01-05 Thomson orders reviews of city legal cases pending projects  Bloomington Mayor Kerry Thomson has ordered a series of reviews into ongoing city work
 2024-01-05 New mayor General Assembly preview Bloomington nightlif     The new year rings in a new administration in Bloomington There's plenty of options to enjoy nightlife for the younger generation but not so much for older Bloomingtonians And a General Assembly preview
 2024-01-05 Bloomington Nightlife: Some residents say nothing has ever    One Monroe County resident says nightlife in Bloomington lacks diversity and misses The Hole and bar and dance club housed in the BG Pollard Lodge before it closed
 2024-01-05 What is stopping cannabis legalization in Indiana?  Indiana is now surrounded by three states that have legalized recreational cannabis for adults but attempts to legalize it here haven't made it far
 2024-01-05 Indiana's 2024 legislative session begins Jan. 8 expected to e    Indiana's 2024 legislation session is kicking off next week and is expected to end midMarch
 2024-01-08 Eli Lilly launches telehealth service will ship some medicatio     Eli Lilly announced Thursday a new telehealth service for patients with diabetes migraines and obesity
 2024-01-08 Study: Small school districts' students have lower test scores        The study which was commissioned by the Indiana Chamber Foundation said small school districts with lower perstudent funding and high overhead costs struggle to provide students with the same opportunities afforded in larger districts
 2024-01-08 Indiana teacher salaries are on the rise -- but averages still fa      A new report shows pay increases for many Hoosier educators in 202223 though averages stayed below $60000 goal
 2024-01-08 Summer EBT program to help hungry children  An estimated 669000 Hoosier children will qualify for Summer EBT a grocery benefit designed to combat child hunger
 2024-01-08 Hill promises ban on BMV personal data sales if elected  A December report to the State Budget Committee estimated the state agency would make $26 million in data sales --which can include name date of birth addresses odometer readings and license plate numbers
 2024-01-08 Hatfield won't seek re-election; running for judge instead  Evansville Rep Ryan Hatfield a Democrat announced Thursday he will run for Vanderburgh County Circuit Court Judge making 2024 his last session after seven years in the General Assembly
 2024-01-08 No. 14 Indiana women beat Nebraska 91-69 for 12th straight  The Hoosiers beat the Cornhuskers for the seventh time in the last eight matchups and lead the alltime series 126
 2024-01-08 Malik Reneau scores 19 of his 23 in 2nd half Indiana beats O    Malik Reneau made 10 of 16 from the field and scored 19 of his 23 points in the second half Xavier Johnson added 18 points and Indiana beat Ohio State 7165
 2024-01-08 IU students attend UN's international climate conference  Indiana University students and faculty joined the international climate discussion at the recent United Nation's 28th Conference of Parties
 2024-01-08 Cook Group selling off biotech company in West Lafayette  The approximately 275 Cook Biotech employees will become RTI Surgical employees when the sale is finalized late this month of early February
 2024-01-08 Purdue study finds link between smoking and cancer in dog  A recent Purdue study found that Scottish terriers exposed to smoke are six times more likely to develop bladder cancer
 2024-01-08 Affordable housing consumer protections lead Prosperity Ind    Prosperity Indiana's Andrew Bradley said the organization will focus on concerns over the "supply access and habitabilityâ€� of affordable housing
 2024-01-08 Holcomb unveils 2024 agenda focused on education and tra        Gov Eric Holcomb's agenda for his final year in office is centered on educating and training Hoosiers -- from early childhood to beyond high school
 2024-01-08 Indiana schools superintendent faces state investigation ret  A State Board of Accounts representative confirmed Monday that the agency is "conducting a special examination" at the school district but could not provide more details until a final report is issued
 2024-01-08 2024 legislative session begins as House Democrats Republic    Indiana House Democrats and Republicans unveiled their top priorities for 2024 as the work of the legislative session got underway Monday
 2024-01-08 Terre Haute's new casino opens April 5  The celebration begins at 10:30 am with a ribboncutting ceremony followed by the opening of several food and beverage offerings
 2024-01-08 US Rep. Larry Bucshon of Indiana won't seek reelection to 8t   Bucshon said in a statement that he reached his decision to retire from the US House after "much discernment and prayer" during the Christmas holiday
 2024-01-11 Should Indiana have rent control laws?  The lack of rent control laws affects limitedincome families the most
 2024-01-09 Greg Pence not running for Congress again in 6th District  He's one of several incumbents that won't continue on in the US House of Representatives
 2024-01-09 Colts owner Jim Irsay being treated for severe respiratory illn  The illness will prevent him from performing Thursday with the Jim Irsay Band in Los Angeles
 2024-01-09 Indiana will mandate the science of reading. Here's how one    Indiana is trying to overhaul how children are taught to read with a statewide mandate to follow the latest scientific research But experts say that for change to take hold it will take work -- and buy in -- from educators around the state
 2024-01-09 IU suspends professor after Palestine event faculty say IU bro   Associate Professor of Political Science and Middle Eastern Studies Abdulkader Sinno was suspended for two semesters after the club hosted an event without an approved room request
 2024-01-09 IU Jacobs School members nominated for Grammy Awards  Several faculty and alumni at the Jacobs School of Music earned prestigious Grammy Award nominations this year
 2024-01-10 Ask The Mayor: Terre Haute's Sakbun settling in 'firing on all  Terre Haute Mayor Brandon Sakbun's first episode as he settles in 'firing on all cylinders'
 2024-01-10 Police investigating fatal shooting behind Wheeler Mission  Bloomington police are looking for a suspect who shot and killed a man behind Wheeler Mission Tuesday afternoon
 2024-01-10 Holcomb reflects in final State of the State announces histor     Gov Eric Holcomb spent most of his final State of the State address reflecting on Indiana's accomplishments in the last seven years
 2024-01-09 Rutgers uses balanced attack to beat Indiana 66-57 for 1st Bi    Rutgers picked up its first Big Ten Conference win of the season with a 6657 victory over Indiana
 2024-01-10 Beer and liquor wholesalers face off over mixed drinks legisl  Beer representatives contended that the bill was a "tweakâ€� while the liquor industry said it made "fundamentalâ€� changes
 2024-01-10 Suspended license? Indiana lawmakers commit to â€˜fix' BM     A Senate bill seeks to stop insured Hoosiers from unknowingly having their licenses suspended
 2024-01-10 School bus stop arm violations aren't currently 'enforceable.        Lawmakers say current law to prosecute drivers who don't stop when a school bus's stop arm is extended has a major loophole â€“ making it difficult to enforce
 2024-01-10 UAW Local 933 Allison Transmission reach tentative contrac   A local auto workers union and Allison Transmission in Indianapolis have reached a tentative agreement following calls by the union for a potential strike
 2024-01-10 David Vinzant sworn in as newest Indiana state senator repl    Sen David Vinzant (DHobart) was chosen by a private precinct caucus to serve out the remainder of the term vacated by Eddie Melton who left the Senate to become mayor of Gary
 2024-01-10 Police say former Clark Co. Sheriff used nonprofit funds to pa    New court documents detail accusations that Jamey Noel used nonprofit funds to pay support for a child he fathered with a county council member
 2024-01-10 Indiana among states urging feds to reconsider nursing hom    New proposed rules for nursing home staffing levels by the Biden administration elicited mixed reactions Nursing home workers say they're much needed and long overdue But some Republican governors echo the longterm care industry's concerns They say the measures will push some facilities to shut down
 2024-01-10 Jacobs School of Music creates wellness initiative  The wellness program provides resources that relate to the mental and physical health of a musician
 2024-01-10 Hospitalizations increase as virus â€˜trifecta' spreads across  It is possible to get COVID RSV and the flu at the same time also known as the â€˜trifecta'
 2024-01-10 Sheriff touts improvements to current jail as county works o   The Monroe County Sheriff's Office says current county jail conditions have improved amid efforts to establish a new facility
 2024-01-10 Warming stations open as Monroe County preps for frigid te  Temperatures are expected to dip near or below zero next week due to an arctic outbreak
 2024-01-10 Fair housing is the top priority in 2024 for the Indiana Black   Caucus bills include measures to prohibit housing discrimination against active duty and veteran military servicemembers to ban foreclosures based on medical debt and to double the tax deduction for renters
 2024-02-02 More Hoosier Forest campgrounds open for eclipse  The second phase of Hoosier National Forest campground reservations open Feb 5
 2024-01-11 Federal government challenges Cummins' claim of no wrong      Indiana enginemaker Cummins didn't admit to wrongdoing in the alleged installation of emissions "defeat devicesâ€� on more than 900 thousand RAM pickup truck engines over the past decade The company says it was a defect
 2024-01-11 Work-based learning changes pass House Education Commit  The House Education Committee moved forward a bill Wednesday that would make changes to some sections of a sweeping workbased learning bill signed into law last year
 2024-01-11 Chief Justice Rush talks return on investment in annual State     Rush said increased state funding has made courts more efficient and helped improve citizen's lives
 2024-01-11 Senate committee approves bill to require stricter age verific     Indiana lawmakers are taking steps to make it harder for children to access pornographic websites
 2024-01-11 No. 14 Indiana women rally past Penn State in second half; s     Mackenzie Holmes had 21 points and 13 rebounds Sydney Parrish added 20 points and Indiana extended its winning streak to 13 games with a 7567 victory over Penn State
 2024-01-11 Lawmakers move forward with bills to ban antisemitism exp     The priority bills drew several hours of testimony at the Statehouse from dozens of Hoosiers
 2024-01-11 IU Eskenazi art museum cancels Palestinian artist's exhibitio  Samia Halaby a former student and tenured faculty member is regarded as a pioneer in twentiethcentury abstract art and one of Palestine's most acclaimed artists
 2024-01-11 Senate health committee advances bill to establish reimburs       Sen Liz Brown (RFort Wayne) one of the authors of the bill said the goal of this legislation is to make sure assisted living facilities receive payment and are able to maintain care to patients
 2024-01-11 Senate committee hears parental rights bill. Author says its i       The bill would create an avenue for parents to sue "governmental entitiesâ€� if they've been substantially burdened
 2024-01-09 Judge dismisses Notre Dame professor's defamation lawsuit    A judge has dismissed a University of Notre Dame's professor's defamation lawsuit against a studentrun publication over news coverage of her abortionrights advocacy
 2024-01-11 Witnesses ask tax task force to â€˜do no harm'  Groups spoke for and against sales tax expansion business personal property tax and more
 2024-01-11 House panel advances bill criminalizing nonconsensual AI nu Indiana lawmakers are extending the state's revenge porn law to AIgenerated nude images
 2024-01-11 Terre Haute's Sakbun looks at priorities first days in office  Terre Haute's 27yearold mayor says he's going into the job with a teamwork approach
 2024-01-11 Bill to define ban antisemitism advanced unanimously by Ho   Indiana law currently specifies the state is to "provide educational opportunities free of religious discriminationâ€� This bill would ban antisemitism in public educational institutions asserting antisemitism is religious discrimination
 2024-01-11 Senate GOP agenda focused on reading proficiency child car     The Senate GOP caucus's session agenda unveiled Thursday is focused on education child care and health care access
 2024-01-11 Dem Party Chair David Henry running for at-large county cou   Monroe County Democratic Party Chair David Henry is running for one of three atlarge county council seats up for election this year
 2024-01-11 Former city council member Steve Volan running for commis   Former Bloomington City Council member Steve Volan is running for the District 3 seat on the board of county commissioners this year
 2024-01-11 Trent Deckard running for reelection to Monroe County Cou  Monroe County Council member Trent Deckard is running for reelection as an atlarge council member
 2024-01-11 How do I follow Indiana's legislative session? Here's your gui      Hundreds of bills are filed every year and it's difficult for even journalists â€“ who are literally paid to â€“ to keep up with all of them How can you keep up? Here's our guide for how to navigate Indiana's legislative session
 2024-01-12 Zillow names Indianapolis one of hottest real estate markets   Indianapolis made Zillow's top five hottest real estate markets for 2024 ranking behind two cities in Ohio and one in New YorkÂ 
 2024-01-12 Indiana libraries face drastic funding changes limits to activit     Indiana Republican lawmakers introduced a bill that would drastically change the way public libraries are funded and limit the types of events and activities they can host
 2024-01-12 Indiana farm to become first in the nation to adopt new bee   How Fischer Farms in Saint Anthony Indiana is working with the Antibiotic Resistance Action Center to pilot a new process verification standard for beef
 2024-01-12 Inmate gets life sentence for killing fellow inmate stabbing a       A federal inmate already serving a life sentence has been sentenced to a second life term after pleading guilty to fatally strangling a fellow inmate and stabbing a second inmate at a federal prison in Indiana
 2024-01-12 House panel moves retiree 13th check hears concerns on sch     The House Ways and Means Committee on Thursday unanimously advanced a Republican leadership priority bill offering public retirees a bump in benefits
 2024-01-12 Bicameral Democrat agenda targets child care drug prices an   Indiana Statehouse Democrats from both the Senate and House came together Thursday afternoon to release a bicameral agenda prioritizing child care accessibility capping drug costs and more in 2024
 2024-01-12 Senate Republicans prioritize literacy health in five-part age  A bill to require earlier interventions for students struggling with literacy is topoflist for Indiana Senate Republicans who unveiled the 2024 agenda Thursday morning
 2024-01-12 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration Event to emphasize ed    The Birthday Celebration begins at 6 pm on Monday at the Buskirk Chumley
 2024-01-12 Prosecutors to seek death penalty for white supremacist wh       The decision marks the first time that President Joe Biden's Justice Department has authorized a new pursuit of the death penalty
 2024-01-12 FAA grounding likely won't affect most travelers  The Federal Aviation Administration has grounded all Boeing 737 Max 9 aircrafts operating in US airspace
 2024-01-12 PALS Adaptive Riding Center making a difference in many liv  The center promotes healing through interaction with a number of horses on site It offers a variety of services for people with disabilities veterans senior citizens and atrisk youth
 2024-01-12 Weekly Statehouse update: State of the State caucus agenda    Gov Eric Holcomb's final State of State includes a surprise Republican caucuses unveil their agendas And an antisemitism bill heads to the House floor Here's what you might have missed this week at the Statehouse
 2024-01-12 Judge upholds Indiana law giving police a 25-foot buffer tha     An Indiana law that gives onduty police a 25foot buffer that bystanders cannot cross does not violate the US Constitution -- that's according to a federal judge's ruling Friday
 2024-01-12 IU cancels Palestinian art exhibit fewer beef antibiotics thera        Indiana University cancels an upcoming exhibit by a Palestinian artist One Indiana farm is producing beef from cattle treated with fewer antibiotics And we visit an adaptive riding center to witness the therapeutic value of horses
 2024-01-13 Bloomington brewery to close after 5 years  Bloomington's Switchyard Brewing Co is shutting down after this weekend according to a social media post The taproom on North Walnut Street will serve drinks one last time Sunday
 2024-01-14 Mass shooting at Buffalo supermarket now Justice Departme        Just a few months after he took office Attorney General Merrick Garland issued a moratorium to halt federal executions Now federal prosecutors say they will seek capital punishmentÂ for a white supremacist
 2024-01-14 Caitlin Clark stars as No. 3 Iowa beats No. 14 Indiana 84-57 f     Caitlin Clark had 30 points and 11 assists and Molly Davis added 18 points as No 3 Iowa took sole possession of the Big Ten Conference lead with an 8457 win over No 14 Indiana on last night
 2024-01-15 Residents activists urge tighter restrictions on air pollution a      Northwest Indiana residents and environmental groups want the state to reduce pollution at a steel plant in East Chicago
 2024-01-15 Indiana's abortion ban has few exceptions. But navigating th       Since the ban went into effect providers have had to navigate what the exceptions to the abortion ban look like in practice
 2024-01-15 Have trouble understanding climate trends in Indiana? A clim     Climate change isn't playing out everywhere in the same way That's because our climate here in Indiana is different from other parts of the country and the world
 2024-01-15 Lawmakers seek to penalize people who use artificial intellig      Indiana lawmakers want to add computergenerated images and video particularly those created by artificial intelligence to the state's revenge porn law
 2024-01-15 New City Council member to step down leave Bloomington  Shruti Rana announced over the weekend that her husband received a job offer from the University of Missouri's law school where she is now an assistant vice chancellor
 2024-01-15 IU office hosts MLK Day meditation  The event's focus was selfreflection and participants navigated their own mind as they traversed the canvas labyrinth
 2024-01-15 Monroe County Humane Association sheltering pets of peop    The humane association is sheltering six dogs through the effort which started Jan 12
 2024-01-15 Second prisoner dies at Terre Haute federal prison  The US Bureau of Prisons is reporting that a federal prisoner died in custody after a "perceived altercation" with another incarcerated individual It was the Terre Haute facility's second deadly incident in as many months
 2024-01-15 MCCSC schools on 2-hour delay Tuesday due to cold  Morningonly preschool has been canceled MCCSC's Early Learning Center Hoosier Hills Childcare Center and extended day program will all begin at the normal time
 2024-01-16 Education and community emphasized at Dr. Martin Luther     Nearly 100 Bloomington community members Gathered Monday night to honor Dr Martin Luther King Jr's legacy
 2024-01-12 Freshman Mgbako scores season-high 19 and Indiana beats   Freshman Mackenzie Mgbako scored a seasonhigh 19 points Kel'el Ware had 17 points and 14 rebounds and Indiana beat Minnesota 7462 to end the Gophers' sevengame winning streak
 2024-01-16 Elections committee considers bill to identify more people w        Indiana House Republicans want to identify more people who might not be eligible to vote with legislation considered by a House committee this week
 2024-01-16 Indiana Governor signs executive order to avert local propan   About half a million Indiana residents who rely on propane gas for heat could be facing a limited supply On Jan 15 Gov Eric Holcomb signed his first executive order of 2024 seeking to avoid that
 2024-01-16 Indiana lawmakers seem unlikely to tackle school consolidat     School officials are additionally pushing back against a new report that calls for small and rural schools to merge
 2024-01-16 Indiana could earn millions more off legalized i-gaming than     It comes after GOP leaders declared a moratorium on expansion following legal action involving former colleagues
 2024-01-16 Bills headed to the graveyard er Rules Committee  The session is just in its second week but a handful of bills are already circling the drain
 2024-01-16 The Supreme Court declines to step into the fight over bathr     The Supreme Court has passed up a chance to intervene in the debate over bathrooms for transgender students rejecting an appeal from an Indiana public school district
 2024-01-16 Bill to provide tax deduction for fetus won't advance in 2024  Sen Andy Zay (RHuntington) said his bill to provide a state income tax deduction for pregnant people is about supporting expecting parents and families
 2024-01-16 Crump Theatre inviting donors to sponsor a seat  The 134yearold theater recently reopened after being closed for nine years Volunteers businesses and officials are working to preserve the historic building
 2024-01-16 Indiana harvested record number of corn and soybeans in 20 The USDA released its January World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates (WASDE) report on Friday which announced the record yields
 2024-02-05 Gearing up for the eclipse? Start here  The WFIU News team has compiled this page to serve as a hub of resources and information on the solar eclipse
 2024-01-16 MCCSC schools on 2-hour delay again Wednesday  Morningonly preschool has been canceled But MCCSC's Early Learning Center Hoosier Hills Childcare Center and extended day program will all begin at the normal time
 2024-01-16 What comes next after Rana's resignation from city council?  Residents of Bloomington's fifth district won't be represented by the person they elected last year to serve on the city council -- and a replacement won't be selected until next month at the earliest
 2024-01-16 Bill would give counties more flexibility to access â€˜solar- w    A state law says counties that have wind or solar ordinances more restrictive than state guidelines can't access state incentives But a new state House billÂ HB 1278 would let counties that nearly meet the guidelines get them too
 2024-01-16 County Auditor Catherine Smith running for county treasure  Monroe County Auditor Catherine Smith is running for county treasurer this year
 2024-01-16 Southwest library closing for freeze damage repairs  One of the exhaust vents froze overnight and flooded a third of the MCPL Southwest library
 2024-01-17 Prosperity Indiana: Policy needed supporting land trusts and   Land trusts and land banks are one way to increase stable and affordable housing in the state according to housing advocates with Prosperity IndianaÂ 
 2024-01-17 U.S. Supreme Court declines to hear Martinsville case on tra     The US Supreme Court decided not to hear a Martinsville case concerning whether transgender students can use the restroom that matches their gender identity
 2024-01-17 Thousands of Hoosier kids could be held back because of low   Thousands of Indiana students could be held back in third grade if they don't pass a reading test
 2024-01-16 No. 2 Purdue cruises past rival Indiana 87-66  Zach Edey had 33 points and 14 rebounds as No 2 Purdue rolled past rival Indiana 8766
 2024-01-17 More handguns in Indiana's Statehouse? Lawmakers seek to    State officers and their staffs would be allowed to carry handguns -- open or concealed -- in the state capitol complex
 2024-01-17 Bill to update emergency detention process for mental illnes     House Public Health Committee Chair Brad Barrett (RRichmond) said the previous legislation had an issue that meant payments for services provided in "good faithâ€� were not making it to facilities or providers
 2024-01-17 Haas to field a female teenager racer from Indiana in F1 Aca   The Fort Wayne native will be supported by Haas the only Americanowned F1 team
 2024-01-17 Medicaid unwinding is causing people with disabilities to los      Since the pandemicera freeze on Medicaid disenrollment ended this spring millions nationwide have lost their coverage for administrative reasons For people with disabilities the sudden loss of coverage can bring devastating consequences and little recourse
 2024-01-17 Lawmakers seek guardrails around digitally-altered images v       Rep Julie Olthoff (RCrown Point) said people deserve to know whether what they see in campaign material is "truth or fiction"
 2024-01-17 Senate committee passes bill to increase child care accessibi    A Senate committee Wednesday unanimously passed a bill that aims to increase accessible and affordable child care options for Hoosiers families
 2024-01-17 Prosecutor to file criminal charges against wife of former Cla     Special prosecutor Ric Hertel said Tuesday he intends to file criminal charges against Misty Noel the wife of former Clark County Sheriff Jamey Noel
 2024-01-17 Youth climate group urges action at Statehouse shows suppo     Activists with the group Confront the Climate Crisis said progress is being made to combat climate change in Indiana -- even if it's been slow
 2024-01-17 IU School of Medicine receives $3 million grant to study sick    The study will test the effectiveness of Propranolol a beta blocker typically used to treat heart problems hemangioma migraines and anxiety
 2024-01-17 Hoosiers haven't changed their minds on marijuana and abo    Indiana is historically a red state but most respondents answered in favor of legalizing marijuana and abortion at least in some cases
 2024-01-17 New bill requires facilities notify patients of breast tissue de      Last March the FDA publishedÂ updated requirementsÂ for patients to be notified if their breast tissue is considered "denseâ€� or "not denseâ€�Â House Bill 1058 passed by a House committee Tuesday would put Indiana into compliance with these new regulations
 2024-01-17 Justice Building closed until Monday; jail not affected  The Charlotte Zietlow Justice Center and all affiliated offices will resume normal operations Monday
 2024-01-17 House sends intra-industry mixed beverage fight to Senate  The Indiana House of Representatives on Tuesday approved legislation -- for the second year in a row -- letting beer wholesalers sell liquorbased readytodrink cocktails
 2024-01-17 Lawmakers seek to locally define decorum for public meetin  Union City Republican Rep JD Prescott authored a bill allowing locally elected officials to define decorum following repeated disruptive events in Winchester Indiana
 2024-01-18 Holmes scores 32 points No. 16 Indiana women pull away fro    Mackenzie Holmes scored a seasonhigh 32 points on 15of17 shooting and No 16 Indiana rebounded from a big loss with an 8562 win over Minnesota on Wednesday night
 2024-01-18 Solidly GOP Indiana doesn't often see competitive primaries       Five Republican candidates in Indiana are trying to stand out before an unusually crowded gubernatorial primary in May
 2024-01-18 Bill to retain struggling readers in third grade advances along   The bill would require reading skill tests begin in kindergarten and parents be informed of the results It would create summer school options for students who need reading intervention
 2024-01-18 Providers say prior authorization creates barriers to care. Bil       Insurance companies may require preapproval for medical services before they will cover it
 2024-01-18 Republicans seek to restrict school referendums to general e  Groups representing Indiana school boards superintendents and teachers all oppose legislation that would limit school ballot referendums to general elections
 2024-01-18 Report: Colts owner Irsay found unresponsive struggling to b      According to TMZ the police report revealed Irsay had a "blue skin toneâ€� and was treated with Narcan a medicine that can reverse an opioid overdose
 2024-01-18 Election security bill with citizenship credit agency data prov      A House elections committee on Wednesday approved a hotly debated bill some said would ensure election security while others feared it would disenfranchise some eligible voters and rely on potentially inaccurate data
 2024-01-18 â€˜Deeply disappointing': Anti-censorship groups call out IU       The National Coalition Against Censorship and PEN America are urging IU to reinstate Samia Halaby's exhibition
 2024-01-18 Coalition touts bills to improve consumer lending in Indiana  Hoosiers for Responsible Lending on Wednesday hosted a press conference lauding two pieces of legislation at the Statehouse that would significantly improve consumer lending policy in Indiana
 2024-01-18 Map shows Bloomington's most dangerous intersections for  Bloomington prides itself as being a bike and pedestrian friendly city But how does it measure up when you look at the data?
 2024-01-18 Less than an inch of snow expected after 1 a.m. Friday  Total accumulations of less than an inch of snow is expected by Friday morning with zerodegree wind chill values
 2024-01-18 Bill to scale back child labor law exemptions passes out of co  House Bill 1093Â would allow certain 14 to 16yearolds and 16 to 18yearolds to work longer hours and for minors who are 16 or 17 to perform farm labor
 2024-01-18 Kappa Alpha Psi to partner with Kelley School of Business in    Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity is partnering with the Kelley School of Business to try to increase diversity in corporate leadership The Kelley fellowship program will be open to all Kappa Alpha Psi graduates worldwideÂ 
 2024-01-18 Bill aims to increase cheaper housing in Monroe County. Exp        Monroe County doesn't allow home builders to build on a slope steeper than 15 percent Rep Dave Hall (RNorman) said that's too strict -- his bill would increase the allowed slope to 25 percent
 2024-01-18 Industry groups aim to change Indiana definition of PFAS fea        Indiana manufacturers want to continue to use certain types of toxic PFAS A state House billÂ HB 1399 aims to change the definition of PFAS under Indiana law to exclude the specific chemicals they want to use
 2024-01-18 Columbus man receives probation in child solicitation case  John W Johnson of Columbus was originally charged with a level 4 felony but the charge was amended to a level 5 felony as part of a plea deal
 2024-01-18 CIB makes headway on convention center project adds new  The board is looking for a construction manager and owner's representative for the project
 2024-01-18 Indiana bill defining antisemitism advances to state Senate  The Indiana state House of Representatives has unanimously passed a bill that defines antisemitism as religious discrimination in education code



 2024-01-18 California Prop 12 now in effect; 1250 producers in complian  The law is causing pork producers nationwide to react with an estimated 1250 or about 4 percent of producers and distributors coming into compliance
 2024-01-19 IU grad workers ask Whitten for path to unionize higher pay  The group reports about 1300 cardcarrying members The workers requested a response from Whitten and the university by Jan 29
 2024-01-19 AI revenge pornography bill advances to Indiana Senate  The Indiana House unanimously approved legislation Thursday that criminalizes AI revenge porn
 2024-01-22 Indiana lawmakers ask for bobcat hunting trapping season o   The proposal advanced from committee on Thursday and now heads to the full Senate chamber
 2024-01-19 Prosecutor seeks kidnapping charges in case of missing Delp   The prosecutor in the case of an Indiana man charged in the killings of two teenage girls has asked a judge to allow new two new counts each of kidnapping and murder while kidnapping
 2024-01-19 Cold weather decreases electric bus driving range but has no   The extreme cold weather drains the battery of the electric buses quicker
 2024-01-19 Democrat Beth White launches campaign for Indiana attorn   Former Marion County Clerk Beth White said Indiana deserves an attorney general who is serious about their responsibilities And she said current AG Todd Rokita has created distractions that have hurt not helped Hoosiers
 2024-01-19 Holcomb takes economic development trip to Canada  Gov Eric Holcomb will visit Canada on his second economic development trip to the country in the coming week
 2024-01-19 Weekly Statehouse Update: AI revenge porn prior authorizat      An artificial intelligence revenge pornography bill clears the House A Senate committee advances prior authorization reform And a House committee rolls back some child labor protections
 2024-01-19 Purdue Indianapolis engineering college to grow partnership     Starting July 1 Purdue will officially have its own urban research campus in the capital city
 2024-01-19 IU Israel-Palestine debate Indiana rental costs dangerous int     Some say IU is stifling free speech after getting caught up in the IsraelPalestine debate Hoosiers are facing skyrocketing rental costs but Indiana is one of the few states that have no rent control laws And we take a look at some of the most dangerous intersections in Bloomington
 2024-01-19 Across IU Palestinians feel their voices being silenced  IsraelPalestine debates have grown fierce on American campuses Recent events at IU have convinced some students and faculty that the university is taking unusual measures to silence the proPalestinian side
 2024-01-19 Unhoused woman arrested in shooting death at homeless en Bloomington police have been looking for 41yearold Evelynn L Kuuleilehaunani since Jan 9 when officers responded to reports of a man being shot in his tent
 2024-01-19 Trohn Enright-Randolph running for reelection as county sur  Monroe County Surveyor Trohn EnrightRandolph (D) is running for reelection this year
 2024-01-19 Catherine Stafford running for reelection as circuit court jud  Monroe County Circuit Court Judge Catherine Stafford is running for reelection this year
 2024-01-19 One state wetland bill would reduce protections another giv      Two bills regarding Indiana's wetlands are working their way through the state legislature Because of a state law passed three years ago and the result of aÂ recent US Supreme Court case few wetlands in Indiana are protected today
 2024-01-19 New semiconductor facility opens in Odon with funding from     A US based technology company NHanced will start operations at a new facility in Odon after opening its plant Friday
 2024-01-20 DNA proves a long-dead man attacked 3 girls in Indiana nea       The girls ages 11 13 and 14 survived the attack but "a clear suspectâ€� was never pinpointed and the case went cold -- until now Indianapolis police say investigators using "forensic genetic genealogyâ€� have identified the attacker
 2024-01-20 Max Klesmit's second-half flurry helps No. 11 Wisconsin beat   Klesmit scored 20 consecutive Wisconsin points during a secondhalf span of just over 4 1/2 minutes and the 11thranked Badgers beat Indiana 9179 to continue their home mastery of the Hoosiers
 2024-01-22 'We should not have kids in closets.' Indiana legislation targe        Indiana lawmakers filed legislation this session aimed at fixing systemic problems for students with disabilities including the use and oversight of restraint and seclusion in schools
 2024-01-22 Basketball 'court' at Indianapolis airport to promote NBA All      Airport officials say they will be adding more features as the city's first AllStar Game nears on Feb 18
 2024-01-22 New proposal could overhaul school vouchers expand paren       Senate Bill 255Â would consolidate Indiana's popular private school voucher system and other options that provided families with state funds for their students' educational needs into a single program the Indiana Funding Students First (FSF) Grant Program
 2024-01-22 Assessed value boom drives jump in maximum levy appeals  Indiana's local units of governments increasingly seek reviews that could mean more funding
 2024-01-22 Catherine Smith selected as new county treasurer through c  Nowformer Monroe County auditor Catherine Smith (D) was selected as the new county treasurer through a Democratic caucus held Saturday
 2024-01-22 Paul White running for county commissioner  Monroe County resident Paul White Sr (R) is running for the District 3 seat on the county board of commissioners
 2024-01-22 Winter weather advisory for freezing rain in effect until Tues   The National Weather Service in Indianapolis says total ice accumulation of up to one tenth of an inch is possible throughout southcentral Indiana
 2024-01-22 Debate intensifies on campus as Indiana University suspend         WFYI's Darian Benson spoke with WFIU's higher education reporter Aubrey Wright who has been following this story
 2024-01-22 Cheryl Munson running for reelection to county council  Atlarge Monroe County Council member Cheryl Munson (D) is running for reelection this year
 2024-01-22 Local ordinances to ban dog sales at pet stores eliminated u    HB 1412 which would wipe out nearly two dozen local ordinances across the state would impose new rules on pet stores and require them to register with the state
 2024-01-22 13th check bill author says he thinks Senate Republicans hav     Nearly 100000 public pension recipients in Indiana will get an additional benefit this year under a measure unanimously approved by the House Monday
 2024-01-22 Darcie Fawcett running for reelection as circuit court judge  Monroe County Circuit Court Judge Darcie Fawcett (D) is running for reelection this year
 2024-01-22 Kinsey working group takes input but few questions answere  The working group is hosting five sessions to take input on the future of future of the institute Three last week were open to the IU community
 2024-01-22 A house fire in Indiana has killed 5 children and injured anot  Five children have died and a sixth is being treated for burns after fire tore through a house in northern Indiana
 2024-01-23 House passes bill to update crimes that bar employment for    A bill that updates which crimes would bar individuals from working at a home health agency passed the House Monday
 2024-01-23 Proposed FSSA change for medically complex children spurs  Dozens of parents with medically complex children rallied at the Indiana Statehouse Monday to protest an administrative change from FSSA that would cut payments for family caregiving services
 2024-01-23 State begins research into factors impacting college enrollm  The Indiana Commission for Higher Education on Monday announced it will begin research into the factors impacting college enrollment in Indiana
 2024-01-23 Teen who shot Indiana sheriff's deputy during welfare check       Police say a teenage boy who shot and wounded an Indiana sheriff's deputy Tuesday while she and other deputies were conducting a welfare check at a home was later found dead inside the residence
 2024-01-23 Students gain experience inspecting film at the IU Moving Im   Students can curate exhibits project film and present it at events
 2024-01-23 Indiana unemployment rate improves in December for first t    The measure is 36 percent back below the national unemployment rate and where the state's unemployment rate had been in September and October And the rate has now been below 4 percent for twoandahalf years
 2024-01-23 Former Clark Co. Sheriff Jamey Noel resigns as 9th District GO   Jamey Noel is stepping down from his post as Indiana's 9th Congressional District Republican Party chair months into a criminal investigation related to his time as Clark County sheriff and head of a local nonprofit
 2024-01-23 Bill to eliminate statute of limitations for all Indiana sex crim     Sexual violence survivors told lawmakers Tuesday why they should support a bill that would eliminate the statute of limitations for all sex crimes
 2024-01-23 City close to redesigned gateway with public art included  City of Bloomington officials say they are getting closer to finalizing a new design concept for a gateway landmark in MillerShowers Park
 2024-01-23 Indiana lawmakers want to streamline licensing requiremen     House Bill 1259Â makes the only requirement for instructors a nursing license eliminating the 18month minimum on clinical experience needed
 2024-01-23 Debate begins on raising rural highway speed limits with res      A proposal from Rep Ben Smaltz (RAuburn) would increase the speed limit to 75 miles per hour on Indiana interstates and highways in rural areas
 2024-01-24 University-Fairview school merger off the table MCCSC want      The Monroe County Community School board will schedule listening forums with Templeton and Childs Elementary parents and teachers about a proposed merger of the schools
 2024-01-24 House passes work-based learning education funding bill de     Lawmakers voted to advance a workbased learning bill Tuesday that expands students' use of new education grants â€“ including to get their driver's licenses
 2024-01-24 Federal grand jury indicts Indiana virtual charter school lead       A federal grand jury indicted three former administrators from two defunct Indiana online charter schools in an alleged scheme to collect millions of dollars in state funds
 2024-01-24 Bill that aims to make more land available for housing in Mo    The legislation that would allow housing development on steeper slopes passed the Indiana House on Tuesday
 2024-01-24 Happy hour cocktails to-go bill makes a splash  Legislation clears House panel after a heavy pour of discussion
 2024-01-24 IDOH to withhold individual terminated pregnancy reports  The Indiana Department of Health will no longer release individual terminated pregnancy reports following the state's neartotal abortion ban It will still release aggregated reports
 2024-01-24 Lawsuit over nonbinary â€˜X' designations argued at Indiana    A threejudge Indiana Court of Appeals panel heard arguments Tuesday on whether the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles must issue driver's licenses with an "Xâ€� gender designation for nonbinary Hoosiers
 2024-01-24 Republican lawmakers advance new attempt to limit Indian     The bill would restrict a disaster emergency to just 30 days unless lawmakers reconvene and approve additional time
 2024-01-24 Indiana earns failing grades in some tobacco prevention and      The American Lung Association released its 2024 State of Tobacco Control report Wednesday which evaluates state efforts to eliminate tobacco use Indiana scored failing grades in most categories
 2024-01-24 Tenants in planned space for future police headquarters don       Bloomington city officials say some city hall tenants do not want to move early to make way for a proposed police department headquarters
 2024-01-24 Indiana's first-ever Digital Equity Plan now open for public co The fiveyear plan will serve as a road map to increase Hoosier access to highspeed internet
 2024-01-24 South-central Indiana spared from rare cicada emergence  Two different broods of cicadas will emerge simultaneously this spring for the first time since 1803
 2024-01-24 Electronic devices can affect student reading comprehension The devices can cause distractions that lead to lower comprehension
 2024-01-24 Trespass order posted at homeless camp city to clear area Th The City of Bloomington says it will clear a homeless camp behind the Wheeler Mission on the city's west side Thursday
 2024-01-24 City to clear homeless camp by Wheeler Mission Thursday  The City of Bloomington says it will clear a homeless camp behind the Wheeler Mission on the city's west side Thursday
 2024-01-24 House passes bill to reduce number of Indiana's most protec   A billÂ HB 1383 that would further reduce protections for wetlands in Indiana passed the state House on Tuesday
 2024-01-24 Avian Flu detected in Daviess County commercial flock  The flock of 13071 birds is under quarantine and marks the first positive commercial flock in Indiana in more than a year
 2024-01-24 Christine Talley Haseman running for reelection as circuit co   Monroe County Circuit Court Judge Christine Talley Haseman is running for reelection this year
 2024-01-25 Employers and Ivy Tech partner for affordable free college a    Thousands of Indiana employees have received investments from employers for education and training
 2024-01-25 Bill to allow industry use of some toxic PFAS passes Indiana H PFAS are used to make a variety of nonstick waterproof and stainresistant products Among other things exposure to the chemicals has been linked to kidney cancer problems with the immune system and developmental issues in children
 2024-01-25 Brown County Music Center donates $267000 to community  The donation marked the first time the music venue has been able to donate its excess profits as was originally intended when the center was built in 2019
 2024-01-25 Indiana falls further behind in latest Civic Health Index desp     Indiana's voter turnout in 2020 was 46th in the country In 2022 the state was dead last
 2024-01-25 Trauma-informed care could be first continuing education re      Senate Bill 45 would require nurses to complete traumainformed care training within five years of starting a position in direct contact with patients
 2024-01-25 Attorney general's office could receive notification for health      Hospitals and other "health care entitiesâ€� that have mergers and acquisitions that cross a $10 million threshold would be required to notify the attorney general for an antitrust review
 2024-01-25 Lawmakers debate merits concerns with bill to allow chapla     State lawmakers are considering a bill that would allow public schools to hire chaplains to speak with students and staff members during school hours
 2024-01-25 Lawmakers look to provide a little more oversight of Indiana    A Senate committee easily advanced legislation Thursday that aims to provide a little more oversight of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
 2024-01-25 In milestones Black women from South Carolina and Indiana     Judge Cristal Brisco is now the first Black judge and woman of color to serve as a federal judge in the Northern District of Indiana
 2024-01-25 Rick Fuson announces retirement as Pacers CEO; Mel Raines      Fuson has been part of the Pacers front office since 1984 and was named CEO in 2022 after serving as president and COO from 201422
 2024-01-25 City frustrated at state bill that could ban local ordinances fr     Bloomington's ordinance that bans dog and cat sales passed in December 2021 and went into effect this month
 2024-01-25 Meta bringing $800 million data center to Southern Indiana  Meta Platforms Inc is building an $800 million data center that will create about 100 operational jobs and more than 1200 construction jobs at the River Ridge Commerce Center in Jeffersonville
 2024-01-25 City removes homeless camp for second time under new ma   City staff and social workers assisted in clearing the camp which lay in a wooded area by the Wheeler Mission on the city's west side
 2024-01-25 EPA approves construction permit for controversial carbon s   The permit will allow Wabash Valley Resources to secure financing for the project and start construction on the injection wells
 2024-01-25 Digitally-altered campaign materials must use disclaimer un    Campaign materials that digitally alter or artificially generate a candidate or elected official's appearance speech or conduct without their consent would now have to include a disclaimer underÂ legislation unanimously approvedÂ by the House Thursday
 2024-01-26 Senate committee debates fiscal impacts of third grade read        Senate Bill 1Â proposes retaining more students who don't pass the state's reading exam by the end of third grade
 2024-01-26 Three Indiana school officials arrested in alleged $44M virtu    The officials had an incentive to report as many students as possible to the state education department because Indiana funds schools based on enrollmentÂ 
 2024-01-26 Report: Colts executive called 911 concerned that owner Jim      Carmel police officers Police officers wrote they found the 64yearold Irsay unresponsive breathing and with a bluish skin tone according to a police report
 2024-01-26 Remains found at a central Indiana estate are those of a man       Authorities said Thursday the remains recovered in 1996 at the Fox Hollow Farm estate of Herbert Baumeister were found to match Manuel Resendez
 2024-01-26 Holcomb declares solidarity with Texas border strategy  The governors said they support Texas' use of "every tool and strategyâ€� -- including razor wire fences -- "to secure the borderâ€� And they attacked US President Joe Biden's handling of the migrant influx
 2024-01-26 Messmer jumps into 8th Congressional District race  His news release said as a state lawmaker he was worked to create highpaying jobs and maintain fiscal responsibility
 2024-01-26 Republican gubernatorial candidates differentiate themselv     Economic development was the only real issue that separated the major Republican candidates for governor at a forum Thursday
 2024-01-26 Weekly Statehouse Update: chaplains in public schools wetl      Religious chaplains would be allowed to serve as public school counselors in a bill approved by a Senate committee Wetlands protections are further eroded in legislation clearing the House And debate begins on raising highway speed limits
 2024-01-26 Groups call for new elections redrawn districts in local gover    The plaintiffs in a redistricting case against the Anderson City Council have filed a motion in federal court for summary judgment
 2024-01-26 IU MFA students join demands to reinstate Palestinian artist   Masters students in IU's Eskenazi School of Art Architecture and Design are campaigning for the reinstatement of Palestinian artist Samia Halaby's exhibition
 2024-01-26 Bill on collecting foreign land ownership data introduced  The bill known as the AFIDA Improvements Act of 2024 comes after a report was released last week from the US Government Accountability Office
 2024-01-26 As Indiana politicians tout tech manufacturing Ball State's ec        One economist discusses how new Indiana tech manufacturing like semiconductor plants improve the state's economy
 2024-01-26 Homeless encampment eviction MCCSC school merger State      The city has evicted a homeless encampment on Bloomington's west side Parents say the MCCSC proposal to merge Childs and Templeton elementary schools is just one more disruption for pandemicscarred students And what you missed at the Statehouse this week
 2024-01-26 Shame on Whitten': Protesters demand reinstatement of Pal      About 50 community members and students attended the protest Friday
 2024-01-27 Bloomington woman arrested over deadly overdose at Oran    Indiana State Police say a Bloomington woman is in custody accused of providing drugs to an Orange County inmate who died from a suspected overdose Sarah J Shipman 31 of Bloomington turned herself in at a jail in Paoli
 2024-01-28 Southern Indiana man gets 55 years in woman's decapitatio   Brian Montez Williams of Clarksville Indiana pleaded guilty in October to one count of murder for the July 2021 slaying of 67yearold Melody Gambetty
 2024-01-28 Holmes scores 27 No. 14 Indiana women breeze past Northw   Mackenzie Holmes had 27 points and 11 rebounds six Indiana players scored in double figures and the No 14 Hoosiers routed Northwestern 10059 on Sunday
 2024-01-28 Circus animals rescued after truck catches fire on Indiana hig  A truck hauling zebras and camels for a series of weekend circus performances caught fire on a northeastern Indiana highway prompting a police rescue of the animals which roamed along the freeway some munching on grass
 2024-01-29 Lawmakers consider bill to allow religious education during   House Bill 1137 would require principals to collaborate with parents and religious education groups to decide the most convenient time for students to leave class
 2024-01-29 Toxic leaks at BP's Whiting Refinery come as advocates push     BP said it has contained the leaks at its Whiting Refinery and that the air monitors haven't shown elevated readings
 2024-01-29 Judge grants class action certification in child transition ban  A federal judge this week granted class action certification in a lawsuit challenging Indiana's recent ban on transitionrelated care for Hoosier youth diagnosed with gender dysphoria
 2024-01-29 National youth social media lawsuit gains traction in Indiana The case targets the biggest social media companies accusing them of negligence resulting in a youth mental health crisis
 2024-01-29 New bill limiting foreign land ownership moves on to Senate  The bill states that beginning in July any agricultural land sale must include an affidavit affirming that the purchaser is not from an adversarial country such as China Russia or North Korea
 2024-01-29 Sheriff looks to off-site inmate housing after jail population   Monroe County Sheriff Ruben MartÃ© says he wants to get inmates at the county jail into offsite housing to bring down the facility's population
 2024-01-29 Bill to require rescue equipment along Lake Michigan aims t    SB 253 would require those who maintain public beaches piers and other public sites along the lake to have highly visible emergency flotation devices available
 2024-01-29 Exhibit showcases history of total solar eclipse in Monroe Co  The exhibit features a comparison of protective eyewear now and what they used to view the eclipse in 1869
 2024-01-29 Lt. Gov lawmakers call on FSSA to pause Medicaid cuts for pa     FSSA announced the decision to curb its use of Attendant Care pay for Legally Responsible Individuals (LRIs) usually parents in favor of Structured Family Care earlier this month in response to a $1 billion shortfall in the Medicaid budget
 2024-01-29 Indiana lawmakers vote to let some state officials carry hand     Indiana lawmakers and their staff already have the right to carry inside the complex The new bill would allow the state attorney general secretary of state treasurer and comptroller and their staffs to carry a firearm
 2024-01-30 Policymakers call for FSSA to pause proposed Medicaid cuts    The lieutenant governor and several lawmakers have called for the Family and Social Services Administration to pause proposed cuts
 2024-01-30 Reading bill amendments expand retention exemptions crea    The bill would require all second graders to take the third grade reading exam and it would provide early intervention to students who are struggling
 2024-01-30 Holcomb postpones remote testimony requirement  The Indiana General Assembly last year required that webcast technology must allow Hoosiers to attend and comment remotely during the hearings Holcomb delayed implementation until Sept 1
 2024-01-30 House passes bill to let Hoosiers with HOAs keep bees  Under the bill HOAs wouldn't be able to keep people from having beehives as long as they're actively maintained for honey and adhere to other Indiana laws
 2024-01-30 Bill to eliminate statute of limitations for all sex crimes signif    A bill that would have eliminated the statute of limitations for all sex crimes in Indiana was significantly scaled back by a Senate committee Tuesday
 2024-01-30 Indiana lawmakers aim to protect election workers voluntee     Current law makes it a Level 6 felony to obstruct interfere with or injure an election officer while they're on the job But that law doesn't necessarily cover everyone who's working or volunteering at the polling place
 2024-01-30 Bill to establish bobcat hunting season passes Indiana Senat  Bobcats were taken off the Indiana endangered species listÂ in 2005 Now theÂ SB 241'sÂ author Sen Scott Baldwin (RNoblesville) said they could be growing out of control
 2024-01-30 To increase transparency lawmakers propose searchable hea     HB 1327 would require hospitals physician group practices insurers thirdparty administrators and pharmacy benefit managers to report which parties have ownership or controlling interest or interest as a private equity partner
 2024-01-30 Medicaid members could have more access to postpartum lo    The bill would also require Medicaid to reimburse for the longacting reversible contraceptives as well as the cost of placement and keeping it stocked
 2024-01-30 Indiana Senate passes bill to force apartment landlords to re    The Environmental Protection Agency has proposed aÂ deadline of 10 yearsÂ for water utilities to replace all their lead pipes
 2024-02-01 Election supervisor vacancy prompts letter from League of W   The local League of Women Voters chapter says it's concerned by Monroe County's current lack of an election supervisor
 2024-01-30 Local agencies survey people experiencing homelessness for    The PointInTime Count is an annual nationwide count of people experiencing sheltered and unsheltered homelessness
 2024-01-31 Ware backup Leal help Indiana hold off Iowa after squander       Kel'el Ware scored 23 points and grabbed 10 rebounds and reserve Anthony Leal scored a careerhigh 13 points and Indiana withstood Iowa's secondhalf rally and held on to beat the Hawkeyes 7468 to end a threegame losing streak
 2024-01-31 Hoosiers close to meeting goal for post-high school educatio     Indiana fares slightly better than the national average
 2024-01-31 The process behind Monroe County Schools delaying a scho   One of MCCSC's top priority in deciding a school delay is safety
 2024-01-31 New deer hunting rule changes open for public comment  Proposed changes include a statewide bag limit of six deer per hunter a newly created County Antlerless Bag Limit adding deer Reduction Zones bag limits and more
 2024-01-31 Some child care regulations rolled back under bill approved    Unlicensed child care providers in Indiana would be able to serve more children for more hours each week under legislation approved by the House
 2024-01-31 Advocates say fentanyl test strips save lives. New bill could d   HB 1053Â removes the parts of Indiana law that classifies tools for "testing the strength effectiveness or purity of a controlled substanceâ€� as controlled substance paraphernalia
 2024-01-31 Indiana awards additional $6.9 million in grants to support e    The Family and Social Services Administration and Gov Eric Holcomb are adding almost $7 million in additional grants for employersponsored child care
 2024-01-31 Pregnant people charged with drug crimes could get treatme      Drug courts and forensic diversion programs are meant to address the underlying causes of crime and lower recidivism rates HB 1418 allows pregnant people to be directed to these options during their initial hearing rather than later in the process
 2024-01-31 Indiana House approves Congressional ask for term limits in  Twothirds of US state legislatures would have to request a constitutional convention to make such an amendment
 2024-01-31 Senate committee fails to advance bill to allow better housin       A bill to close a loophole that prevents Marion County from enforcing code violations against some landlords failed to pass a Senate committee Wednesday
 2024-02-01 City to give recommendation on construction bids for police    The City of Bloomington will give a recommendation Monday on four construction bids for the planned space for a future police headquarters
 2024-02-01 Legislation would restrict when students can use their cell ph    A bill that restricts the use of cellphones by students in classrooms unanimously passed the Senate Tuesday and will now head to the House
 2024-02-01 Wetland experts say they weren't consulted on state bill red   An outgoing state wetlands employee has joined a growing list of stakeholders that say they weren't consulted on a bill that would reduce wetland protections
 2024-02-01 Lil BUB's legacy lives on in Bloomington  The life of Bloomington's celebrity cat Lil BUB will be celebrated at the BuskirkChumley Theater
 2024-02-01 Indiana lawmakers want early intervention for student truan      A Republican lawmaker overhauled her own proposal to tackle student truancy at a committee hearing Wednesday after a flurry of behind the scenes conversations
 2024-02-01 â€˜Patients are going to show up no matter what' â€“ even w     At hospitals lacking dedicated maternal and infant care workers Deaconess Health System's Simulation Team educates emergency medical staff in the basics of childbirth as â€˜OB Deserts' become more common
 2024-02-01 House Speaker Huston says Lucas shouldn't have flashed ho     Lucas has faced scrutiny several times before in his nearly 12year legislative career including forÂ racistÂ andÂ sexistÂ social media posts andÂ a DUI last year
 2024-02-01 Indiana House narrowly passes scaled-back bill to limit some      Rep Bob Behning (RIndianapolis) called his bill to limit school capital referendums to general elections "taxpayer friendly"
 2024-02-01 Bill protecting lemonade stands run by children advances  Under House Bill 1019 counties cities and even homeowner associations may not ban or regulate lemonade stands by requiring permits or fees for the sale of nonalcoholic beverages from a booth on private property helmed by a minor
 2024-02-01 Indiana school boards to have final say over â€˜human sexu      The proposal advanced to the full Senate Chamber despite pushback from critics over "ambiguousâ€� language
 2024-02-01 Indiana employers weigh in on experience vs. education in h  Last year the Indiana Chamber of Commerce released the Indiana Prosperity 2035 initiative which stresses the importance of an educated workforce to promote economic growth
 2024-02-01 â€˜More time to do our jobs': Indiana lawmakers advance b        Discussions are still ongoing though over how much dedicated time counselors should have to work with students
 2024-02-01 Grant program could help communities create expand mobi     More communities could have access to financial support to build mobile crisis response units or teams under a proposed pilot program
 2024-02-01 County Commissioner Penny Githens running for reelection  Monroe County Commissioner Penny Githens is seeking reelection to the District 3 seat on the Board of Commissioners this year
 2024-02-01 Lawmakers want to fund research into â€“ but not legalize â       SB 139 establishes a fund to give research institutions financial support to study how psilocybin can treat mental health and other medical conditions but does not legalize the use outside of clinical studies
 2024-02-01 Julie Thomas seeking reelection to Board of Commissioners  Monroe County Commissioner Julie Thomas (D) is seeking reelection to the District 2 seat on the Board of Commissioners this year
 2024-02-02 Wetland protections employers paying for higher education       New state legislation redefines wetlands that some say will lead to less protections Companies looking to improve workforce education are paying employees to take higher education classes And Monroe County doesn't have an election supervisor
 2024-02-01 Indiana's flu activity moderate IU Health Bloomington repor        IU Health Bloomington Hospital treated fewer than 20 flu cases in the last two weeks according to a spokesperson The hospital has seen an increase in COVID19 patientsÂ Â 

Hope the groundhog declares early spring at holiday ceremo  Punxsutawney Phil may be the most famous weatherpredicting groundhog in the United States but he 
 Grace Marocc  has some furry competition in Hope Indiana  2024-02-02
 2024-02-02 Medicaid policy bill misses deadline. Democrats say House a     A bill that would update Medicaid policy was not called down for a second reading Thursday ahead of the House second reading deadline
 2024-02-02 Indiana Supreme Court unseals Rokita's confidential agreem     Attorney General Todd Rokita maintained that his comments after  his public reprimand by the Indiana Supreme Court did not contradicted the confidential agreement he entered into as part of the reprimand
 2024-02-02 Weekly Statehouse Update: Child care regulations Medicaid     The House approves a bill loosening some child care regulations A Medicaid policy bill fails to advance And the Senate passes a measure to prohibit cellphones in school classrooms
 2024-02-02 House bill could weaken remaining protections for Indiana w Representatives from the Indiana Builder's Association say the bill is a compromise to prevent permitting delays Environmental groups worry it does more than clarify existing law
 2024-02-02 Senate approves 'baby steps' towards greater oversight of In     Sen Brian Buchanan (RLebanon) is the author of SB 295 which aims to provide greater transparency at the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
 2024-02-02 Senate Bill could impact the way libraries are funded  Indiana lawmakers are pushing for a bill that would drastically change the way public libraries are funded
 2024-02-02 Restaurant updates: Gluten-free bakery ownership changes     No matter the season there's always something new happening in Bloomington's dining Here's the latest in the restaurant scene
 2024-02-02 Matt Caldie running for at-large county council seat  Bloomington resident Matt Caldie is running for an atlarge seat on the Monroe County Council this year
 2024-02-02 Palestinian artist Samia Halaby's work to show at Buskirk-Ch      "Samia Halaby Uncanceledâ€� is a free but ticketed event Feb 17 at the BuskirkChumley Theater
 2024-02-02 BPD: Dark colored SUV believed to have struck woman found   Bloomington Police are searching for information on a vehicle that hit a Bloomington woman found dead in a ditch on Walnut Street Pike Sunday
 2024-02-02 Graduate student government issues resolution on Kinsey In  The GPSG is advocating against the administration's plan from last fall to create a 501(c)(3) separating Kinsey administration from the university
 2024-02-05 Amanda Lowery selected as Indiana's new 9th Congressiona     She replaces longtime chair and former Clark County Sheriff Jamey Noel who recently tendered his resignation amid an ongoing criminal investigation
 2024-02-05 Rokita defends gun rights for Hoosiers with expunged crimes  In a Friday opinion Attorney General Todd Rokita rebuked the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for denying certain Hoosiers with expunged criminal records the right to purchase a firearm
 2024-02-05 Holcomb joins other GOP governors in Texas to push for bor   Indiana Gov Eric Holcomb stood alongside Texas' border with Mexico on Sunday with a dozen other governors as Lone Star State Gov Greg Abbott promised to expand his border strategy
 2024-02-05 Novo Holdings acquires Catalent  Novo Nordisk along with Sanofi and Indianapolisbased Eli Lilly control over 90 percent of the world insulin market
 2024-02-05 â€˜Questionable' content â€˜graphic' imagery lead to book      Book challenges have caused a ruckus in Indiana but are pretty rare according to a new investigation
 2024-02-05 Obscene or just objectionable? Here's how Indiana schools a      A new law took effect in January but local school officials have been dealing with book challenges for years
 2024-02-03 Penn St. pulls an Ace to sink Indiana downing Hoosiers at As        Penn State hadn't beaten Indiana in Bloomington since a 6665 win on Feb 12 2014
 2024-02-05 Advocates say Indiana's debt protections are weak. New leg     The National Consumer Law Center recently identified Indiana as having weak debt protections laws and some advocates are concerned about how this is affecting consumers
 2024-02-05 Bloomington Transit studying development of east-west rap    Bloomington Transit is considering a rapid transit line connecting the city's east and west sides
 2024-02-05 City to demolish 9 buildings at old hospital site for Hopewell  Nine buildings on the former IU Health Bloomington Hospital site will be demolished starting Friday
 2024-02-05 Researchers develop tool to identify grief after pregnancy lo  The tool is used to screen patients who are suffering with mental health complications associated with reproductive grief
 2024-02-05 City project to limit access to downtown Bloomington  Indiana Avenue will be closed for about ten weeks and will reopen at the beginning of August
 2024-02-05 Senate GOP priority bill on prior authorization not moving fo      Senate President Pro Tempore Rodric Bray (RMartinsville) said it's "good legislationâ€� but the bill in its current form will not come back this session
 2024-02-05 Victoria Spartz will run for Congress again and joins crowded    US Representative Victoria Spartz (RIN) has reversed her decision not to run for another term in Congress
 2024-02-05 Plans to relocate Bloomington police station on hold  The City of Bloomington is walking back the part of an ongoing project seeking to relocate the police headquarters into the western portion of the city hall building
 2024-02-06 Jamey Misty Noel appear in court on theft tax evasion charg  Misty Noel appeared in court Monday for an initial hearing on 10 felonies for theft and tax evasion Her husband former Clark County Sheriff Jamey Noel faces the same charges and also appeared Jamey Noel was also previously charged with 15 felonies in November
 2024-02-06 Indiana Senate passes bill to provide tax breaks for preservin   The Indiana Senate showed unanimous support for a bill that provides tax breaks for developers and homeowners that preserve wetlands It now heads to the state House for consideration
 2024-02-06 Gubernatorial candidates disclose property business interes  Hoosiers competing to be Indiana's next governor revealed their property and business interests in financial disclosure forms due this month although one leading Republican contender has yet to file
 2024-02-06 Lawmakers push bills across the finish line to meet deadline  Measures include education priorities child care and lemonade stands
 2024-02-06 Lower commodity prices and expected incomes bog down ag  The January barometer fell to a reading of 106 8 points lower than in December Producers expressed a more pessimistic perspective about their farms' current situation and future prospects
 2024-02-06 Beta Sigma Psi Fraternity cited for hazing  Beta Sigma Psi fraternity has been placed on cease and desist for hazing The fraternity is the second Greek organization placed on cease and desist this semester
 2024-02-06 Pizza King founder dies at 98  Wendell Swartz founder and owner of the Indiana restaurant chain Pizza King died Jan 24 2024 at 98 years old
 2024-02-06 Universal voting locations could replace every precinct site i    A committee wants to replace all current precinctbased polling sites in Monroe County with vote centers sites where county residents can vote regardless of their precinct
 2024-02-06 Bloomington woman accused in IU student stabbing is fit for  A Bloomington woman charged last year with a raciallymotivated stabbing of an Asian Indiana University student will go to trial after being deemed competent in a hearing last week
 2024-02-06 Senate bill could change tenure dramatically  Senate Bill 202 would require regular reviews of tenured faculty to determine whether they meet certain criteria related to "intellectual diversityâ€�



 2024-02-06 Lieutenant governor calls for FSSA audit pause on proposed     Lt Gov Suzanne Crouch publicly called for FSSA to pause the proposed cuts for theÂ second timeÂ on Monday and added a call for an independent outside audit of the agency
 2024-02-06 Bill to prevent drownings in Lake Michigan passes Indiana Se The bill would require those who maintain public beaches and piers on the lake to have highly visible emergency flotation devices available Local governments would also have to report drownings at public sites at least twice a year
 2024-02-06 Indiana senators want to put school boards in charge of app     State senators passed the bill Tuesday and the measure now advances to the House
 2024-02-06 Bill to reduce number of Indiana's most protected wetlands    The bill would lower the number of wetlands that could fall into Class 3 -- the only class that didn't lose significant protections when the state changed its wetlands law in 2021
 2024-02-06 Senate passes slate of education bills on chronic absenteeism     A slate of education bills passed out of the Senate Tuesday after debate and endorsement from lawmakers
 2024-02-07 IU alumni win Grammy Awards across categories  From audio engineers to orchestras a number of Hoosiers walked away with a golden phonograph at this year's 66th annual Grammy Awards ceremony
 2024-02-07 Rokita's new â€˜Eyes on Education' portal prompts pushbac      Multiple districts indicated they were not made aware of submissions to the public portal -- and that many documents are out of date
 2024-02-07 Reneau Galloway combine for 51 Leal scores last 5 and India        Malik Reneau and Trey Galloway combined for 51 points Anthony Leal scored the last five points and Indiana rallied from an 18point deficit to beat Ohio State 7673
 2024-02-07 Taxpayers on the hook after DNR officer's false statements g     The Indiana Supreme Court ruled that a Department of Natural Resources officer made false statements -- but did not knowingly lie -- that led to a woman being arrested As a result the state must pay the damages and costs the woman won in a federal lawsuit
 2024-02-07 Indiana disaster relief funds more accessible under bill head    Hoosiers in need after a disaster would be able to access more money more easily from the state's disaster relief fund under legislation headed to the House
 2024-02-07 Colts owner Jim Irsay thanks fans for offering support as he r    Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay told his fans Tuesday that he was feeling better and appreciated their support nearly a month after team officials announced he was recovering from a severe respiratory illness
 2024-02-07 Bloomington Transit utilizing new â€˜SPOT' app moving awa     Despite a couple of initial bugs Bloomington Transit is confident in the new app's abilities
 2024-02-07 Performances coming to Bloomington for the solar eclipse  The Hoosier Cosmic Celebration will be held at the Memorial Stadium
 2024-02-08 Indiana State University physician assistant program put on  The Accreditation Review Commission on Education for the Physician Assistant Inc decided to put the program on probation at its September 2023 meeting
 2024-02-07 IU president Whitten comes out against controversial tenure  In a statement to Indiana Public Media Whitten said "we are deeply concerned about language regarding faculty tenure that would put academic freedom at risk"
 2024-02-08 Indiana looks to in-demand labor skills ahead of graduation   The National Center on Education and the Economy representatives said Indiana should prepare students to use indemand skills and look into implementing more conversational assessments that better demonstrate knowledge of those skills
 2024-02-08 IU grad worker union considering strike voted no confidence   The union representing Indiana University grad students voted "no confidenceâ€� in President Pamela Whitten and are exploring a strike after their demands went unanswered
 2024-02-08 From tax credits to higher speed limits lawmakers spent time       Numerous bill proposals in this short legislative session are now teed up for next year setting up a monumental 2025
 2024-02-08 More bills seek to limit mandatory inspections for Indiana se   Republican lawmakers said the proposals would build on laws enacted in 2023
 2024-02-08 Noisy speakers may not scare away crows during winter  Speakers along with plastic models of predators such as Cooper hawks may be more effective in scaring crows away
 2024-02-08 Lawmakers begin to explore social media restrictions for chil  Legislation got an initial hearing this session but won't advance further as its author said he's getting the conversation started
 2024-02-08 Indiana Medicaid premiums POWER Account contributions t     Medicaid members on certain plans will be required to pay premiums andÂ POWER account contributionsÂ starting July 1
 2024-02-08 â€˜Warning! Dangerous Art!': IU faculty plan teach-in after P      Indiana University faculty will protest and spread awareness of artist Samia Halaby's canceled exhibit at a teachin Fridayâ€¯â€¯Â 
 2024-02-08 â€˜We need best and brightest' to reduce the maternal mor     OB deserts -- counties without prenatal care -- are increasing The Dobbs Decision striking down Roe v Wade is one major cause
 2024-02-08 Bill would hand legislature increased control over state univ  If SB 202 were to pass the board of trustees would determine who receives (and loses) tenure It also would replace two of IU's elected trustees with those appointed by president pro tempore of the senate and speaker of the house
 2024-02-09 Six Republican candidates file to run for governor in Indiana      It appears Indiana's Republican primary ballot for governor this year will have six candidates after this weeks filing deadline
 2024-02-09 Holcomb sends National Guard to southern U.S. border  Gov Eric Holcomb is sending members of the Indiana National Guard to the southern border of the United States as part of an ongoing showdown between the state of Texas and the federal government over the flow of migrants into the country
 2024-02-09 Skunk rabies spotted in southern Indiana  The disease which is typically present in northern Kentucky was identified in Clark and Washington counties These are the first confirmed cases in Indiana since 2004
 2024-02-09 "Better than we could have askedâ€�: Couple shares baby bo    Indiana allows someone to surrender a baby under 30 days old anonymously to a hospital fire station or other emergency medical professionals
 2024-02-09 Weekly Statehouse Update: Wetlands legislation changes to     Here's what happened this week at the Statehouse
 2024-02-09 Indiana 'poster child' for national health system's obstetrics     A report shows one hospital system has been closing OB services at a higher rate than the national average -- and Indiana is one of the states losing care in the process
 2024-02-09 IU professor Jody Madeira announces candidacy for County  Indiana University law professor Jody Madeira is running for the Monroe County Commissioner District 3 seatÂ Madeira is running against incumbent Penny Githens
 2024-02-09 Tenure bill classroom complaint portal baby box adoptions    A bill in the statehouse could hand more control of universities to politicians attorney general Todd Rokita launches a website to submit "objectionable" classroom material and we visit a family who adopted their child from a baby box
 2024-02-09 Reading chaplains and internet safety: Education bills reach     From bills that aim to raise low reading scores to remedies for students using cellphones in class lawmakers will spend the second half of session considering bills from the opposite chamber with fresh eyes and advancing initiatives with widespread support
 2024-02-11 Mackenzie Holmes sets Indiana scoring record as Hoosiers w    Mackenize Holmes became Indiana's alltime leading scorer and the 14thranked Indiana went on to defeat Purdue 9562
 2024-02-12 Indiana officials say they want more information about wha       Textbooks are covered by the state But Hoosier education leaders say "hidden feesâ€� are still being billed to parents
 2024-02-12 Banks credit unions stinging from court losses turn to legislat  The move coincides with another bill this time in the Senate that would shorten the statute of limitations for consumers to take legal action against their banks while simultaneously capping award amounts
 2024-02-12 Indiana companies band together on health care reform  Fifteen Indiana businesses including major employers and health care entities announced a coalition Thursday to tackle health care reform reduce costs and bolster the workforce
 2024-02-12 Filing deadline passes: Six gubernatorial hopefuls to appear    Candidates for the state Legislature and Congress also officially filed for the May primary election
 2024-02-12 John Rust's place on U.S. Senate GOP primary ballot in India       Whether southern Indiana farmer John Rust will appear on the US Senate Republican primary ballot this spring is now in the hands of the Indiana Supreme Court
 2024-02-12 Monroe County Clerk hires new election supervisor chief de  Monroe County Clerk Nicole Browne has hired Kylie Moreland as election supervisor and Laura Wert as chief deputy clerk
 2024-02-12 Brianne Gregory selected as new county auditor  Gregory was selected during an uncontested Democratic party vacancy caucus Saturday She will now run as the incumbent auditor in the May primaryÂ 
 2024-02-12 Residents frustrated by last-minute cancellation of meeting     State officials said the East Chicago high school decided not to host the meeting becauseÂ it didn't want the press there
 2024-02-12 Comedian Matt Rife postpones Bloomington performance  IU Auditorium said the shows were postponed "due to an unforeseen conflict in the artist's touring scheduleâ€�
 2024-02-12 'Warning! Dangerous Art!': Teach-in draws in more than 100  About 100 people attended a teachin on Palestinian artist Samia Halaby and IU's cancellation of her exhibit
 2024-02-12 Vigo County Jail settles inmate COVID-19 death suit  Vigo County will pay $100000 to the estate of an inmate after he died in jail from COVID19 in 2020
 2024-02-12 Small protest of IU leadership conservatism on campus  About 30 people peacefully protested Monday morning against Indiana University leadership and conservative influence
 2024-02-12 Senate panel advances bill to overrule local bans on dog sale     Legislation approved by a Senate committee would eliminate local ordinances that ban pet stores from selling dogs
 2024-02-08 No. 14 Indiana women win shootout with Michigan State 94     Mackenzie Holmes scored 18 of her 28 points in the second half Yarden Garzon had 11 of her 20 in the fourth quarter and No 14 Indiana won a shootout with Michigan State 9491
 2024-02-11 Zach Edey's double-double Braden Smith's 19 points lead No       Zach Edey had 26 points and 13 rebounds while Braden Smith scored 19 to lead No 2 Purdue past Indiana 7959
 2024-02-13 Holcomb signs controversial wetland bill into law opponents     The bill will further reduce wetland protections
 2024-02-13 Officials advocates flag privacy voter suppression concerns f     Proponents said HB 1264 is about further ensuring Indiana's already secure elections are more secure Voter advocates and election officials worry the bill goes too far and will make it harder for people to cast a ballot
 2024-02-13 Eskenazi School reputation is damaged after IU cancels Pales     Seventyfive staff and faculty signed aâ€¯letter Feb 7 which says the cancellation compromises IU's reputation as a "haven of creative expression academic freedom and human rightsâ€�â€¯
 2024-02-14 Indiana Memorial Union adds artwork in time for Black Histo   Students representing the Union Board IU Student Government and the NealMarshall Black Culture Center selected three paintings all by Black artists to hang in the Indiana Memorial Union
 2024-02-13 What child support resources are available to parents in Ind      How do Hoosiers get help with child support problems and questions? Many members of our audience were curious
 2024-02-13 Indiana GPS dashboard adds new comparison search tools fo    The Indiana GPS website can now sort charter schools and school districts by location and easily identify schools that have met or exceeded the state's education goals
 2024-02-13 John Hostettler enters 8th Congressional District race 17 yea      Former Indiana District 8 congressional representative John Hostettler is running again for the seat which he held 17 years ago
 2024-02-13 Ask The Mayor: Terre Haute's Sakbun on ARPA allocations h  Sakbun says more than $18 million in American Rescue Plan Act funds are available to be allocated
 2024-02-13 County council OK's revised interlocal for convention center  The Monroe County Council has approved a draft interlocal agreement outlining a plan for the county convention center expansion
 2024-02-14 Families say attendant care program is vital. Democrats wan       House Democrats are calling for Republicans to allow families who provide "extraordinary medical careâ€� to remain in the attendant care program
 2024-02-14 Students potentially unaware of IU smoking regulations lack    The university relies on the community to ask those they see vaping or smoking to stop
 2024-02-14 Indiana wants to increase young voter registration  Education and social media are ways that younger people can become politically active
 2024-02-14 Indiana Center for Recovery faces pushback on plan for new   The Indiana Center for Recovery wants to build two threestory group homes west of downtown Bloomington but the city is opposing the proposal
 2024-02-14 Tau Epsilon Phi on cease and desist for hazing  Six organizations are on cease and desist this semester
 2024-02-14 Local flower shop blooms for Valentine's Day  The most romantic day of the year brings in hundreds of orders for the shop
 2024-02-14 Indiana ag products valued at $18 billion up 64 percent from   The survey taken every five years looks at farms that raised or sold goods valued at least $1000
 2024-02-15 Miss IU competition to award thousands in scholarships Sun   Fourteen contestants will compete for the crown this year with about $4000 in scholarships on the line
 2024-02-14 Unlicensed child care providers can care for more kids under      Indiana has less than half the number of child care seats it requires to meet current needs
 2024-02-14 Certification could mean more funds for substance use recov      Some Hoosiers in substance use recovery don't have enough support or resources -- and some grassroots organizations want to step in to fill those gaps
 2024-02-15 Senate education committee passes bill requiring schools de     A Senate committee advanced a bill Wednesday that would require public schools to develop a protocol for armed intruder drills Several school safety advocates testified in support of the bill but some lawmakers worry the drills could negatively impact students and staff
 2024-02-15 Holmes scores 24 Scalia sets Indiana 3-point record No. 14 H      Mackenzie Holmes scored 24 points in her first game since become Indiana's alltime leading scorer and the 14thranked Hoosiers turned back Wisconsin 6854
 2024-02-15 No vote but lots of testimony on senate tenure bill  The House Committee on Education heard over three hours of testimony Wednesday on a bill that would change Indiana's tenure rules and put trustees appointed by the legislature on university boards
 2024-02-15 Ambulance insurance payment bill advances over business o  Lawmakers hope to make insurance plans cough up the cash for ambulance transports
 2024-02-15 Indiana literacy overhaul bill advances as worries rise over p       The priority measure was the subject of nearly three hours of discussion and testimony Wednesday in the House Education Committee
 2024-02-15 Second Gentleman Emhoff comes to Indiana for NBA All Star  As thousands of basketball fans inundate Indianapolis this upcoming weekend for the NBA AllStar Game Second Gentleman Douglas Emhoff will be making his own appearance in the Hoosier State as part of the celebration's calendar of events
 2024-02-15 â€˜Magic mushrooms' or psilocybin research gets OK from H   While no research institutions are explicitly identified bill discussion focused on Indiana University and Purdue University as two likely applicants to apply for the grant which would be administered by the Indiana Department of Health
 2024-02-15 Tweaks lowering property taxes face opposition from local g   House Bill 1120 would further tackle high property taxes by extending a cap on school operating referendum levies forcing districts with certain debt service rates to put big projects on the ballot and mandating lower values for large homesteads
 2024-02-15 Pacers and Indianapolis use 3-year delay to add new wrinkle         The signs are all around downtown Indianapolis now NBA AllStar weekend has finally arrived
 2024-02-15 How do Bloomington's senior living communities compare?  Monroe County has about 15 businesses that offer some type of senior living community
 2024-02-15 City to pay former deputy mayor's firm $11K for marketing p   The City of Bloomington will pay $11250 to the real estate firm of Don Griffin the former deputy mayor for marketing the Bloomington Police Station for sale
 2024-02-15 What roles do the Senate president pro tempore and speake        What role does the Indiana Senate president pro tempore serve? It's a question a member of our audience recently asked
 2024-02-15 Palestinian artist exhibition Miss Indiana University voting se     An exhibit featuring Palestinian artist Samia Halaby is happening this weekend A new Miss Indiana will be crowned this weekend And legislators are discussing ways to increase voting security in Indiana heading into this year's general elections
 2024-02-15 Indiana Supreme Court pauses order that put John Rust onto       The Indiana Supreme Court is considering a challenge to Indiana's ballot access law that determines whether someone can run as a Republican or a Democrat in primary elections
 2024-02-15 Robotics bill expands school grant eligibility widens what fun      House Bill 1233 would let competitive robotics programs use state grant money for materials to build robots
 2024-02-15 Can you chase the path of totality?  The time of totality during the April 8 eclipse will only last about 4 minutes Can you "chaseâ€� the path of totality to experience the total eclipse for longer?
 2024-02-15 Iversen Thomas face off at debate for county commissioner s  Democratic candidates for Monroe County Commissioner Peter Iversen and Julie Thomas have different views on big local issues
 2024-02-16 All-Star weekend arrives in Indianapolis a 1st-time event for       AllStar weekend in Indianapolis is here with some familiar names some new faces a nod to nostalgia and a bit of unwinding for everyone before the stretch run of the season
 2024-02-16 Planned Parenthood expands vasectomy services to increase       The centers are providing vasectomy services in the spaces previously used for abortion care before Indiana's neartotal abortion ban
 2024-02-16 Mandates and restrictions in active shooter drills local dog s   Indiana's 2024 legislative session runs through no later than March 14 2024
 2024-02-16 MCCSC to close early for winter weather  Students will be dismissed two hours earlier than normal All afterschool activities are canceled
 2024-02-16 Winter weather advisory remains until 9 for up to 4 inches o   A winter weather advisory remains in place for central and southern Indiana until 9 pm for two to four inches of snow
 2024-02-16 Ivy Tech Ball State speak out on parts of higher ed bill  Representatives spoke against different aspects of the bill with IU criticizing its effects on academic freedom Ball State urging lawmakers not to change boards of trustees and Ivy Tech questioning provisions about discipline
 2024-02-16 State Department of Agriculture director to visit Cuba next w Don Lamb along with representatives from other state ag offices will travel to Cuba next week to address agricultural trade challenges
 2024-02-16 Restoration of modernist tower in Columbus finished  Restoration of the 165foot modernist brick tower in downtown Columbus is now complete
 2024-02-18 Man convicted in 2022 shooting of Indianapolis police office  A Marion County jury convicted Mylik Hill 33 of two counts of attempted murder six counts of resisting law enforcement and one count of possession of a firearm by a serious violent felon
 2024-02-18 Northwestern turns back late Indiana rally for 76-72 victory  Ryan Langborg scored 26 points Matt Nicholson and Nick Martinelli had doubledoubles and Northwestern held off a furious Indiana rally to defeat the Hoosiers 7672 on Sunday
 2024-02-19 Gubernatorial candidate Braun releases public safety plan  After more than a year in the governor's race US Sen Mike Braun released his public safety plan last week part of his "Freedom and Opportunity Agendaâ€� calling for salary increases for public safety officers and a toughoncrime approach
 2024-02-19 Indiana National Guard Texas deployment to cost $7 million  The deployment of 50 Hoosiers could extend to 10 months
 2024-02-19 Legislative leaders mum on governor picks -- but talk 13th ch   And an attempt to make public colleges and universities â€˜conservative friendly' faces an uncertain future in House
 2024-02-19 Allen County Juvenile Detention Center using virtual reality     The goal is to get kids out of the juvenile system with the groundwork to pursue a career and a path away from crime and poverty
 2024-02-19 Her colonoscopy should cost her $0 per federal law. Why wa       Preventative screenings â€“ like colonoscopies â€“ are supposed to be free for patients But a regulatory loophole leaves some patients on the hook for hundreds of dollars or more
 2024-02-19 Are schools prepared to respond if a student's heart stops? D     Indiana is one of a few Midwest states that's collected data on the number of AEDs in schools It's a device that tries to keep sudden cardiac arrest victims alive But state law does not require schools to have them
 2024-02-19 Report: Heat pollution and wildfires expected to make India       Most of Indiana is expected to experience one to seven more days of poor air quality in 2054 That's according to aÂ new reportÂ by the First Street Foundation a nonprofit risk mitigation research group
 2024-02-19 Lawmakers want to move leftover funds from one scholarsh        Senate Bill 1042 would use leftover Next Generation Hoosier Educators Scholarship funds to award more Transition to Teaching scholarships
 2024-02-19 The feds sent letters to 44 states including Indiana to fix SNA      The majority of states are not processing food assistance applications on time and making too many payment errors according to the federal government
 2024-02-19 Monroe County Dems select dates for District 5 candidate fo   The selected candidate will fill a vacancy left by Shruti Rana who took office in January but resigned this month
 2024-02-19 City IU to host Black History Month events  The city's feature event to mark Black History Month is a gala honoring Elizabeth Ann Bridgwaters
 2024-02-19 Federal program helps low- moderate-income Hoosiers with   The Internal Revenue Services' Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program includes sites nationwide with certified tax preparers to assist in filing taxes
 2024-02-19 Indiana lawmakers add new qualification for attorney gener      Under current law candidates for attorney general must have lived in Indiana for at least two years before the election and have an active Indiana law license for at least five years before taking office
 2024-02-19 Board of Commissioners Council At-Large contested in count   The Monroe County Board of Commissioners will have the most contested races in the May 7 primary election
 2024-02-20 Nearly two dozen local bans on dog sales at pet stores elimin       The bill requires pet stores to register with the state before selling dogs Breeders and brokers must meet a canine care certification program developed by Purdue University There are exceptions to that requirement for smaller breeding operations
 2024-02-20 Kids Count data: Indiana children see improvements in over   The report breaks down data into categories of health family and community education and economic wellbeing Indiana is ranked 24th in the nation for children's overall wellness It was ranked 28th last year
 2024-02-20 No. 14 Indiana falls at Illinois  Makira Cook scored 22 points Kendall Bostic had 12 points and 11 rebounds for her ninth doubledouble of the season and Illinois closed on a 153 run to beat No 14 Indiana 8666
 2024-02-20 One fatality confirmed in Ind. 37 and Dillman Road hit-and-r  A Bloomington man has been with charged with leaving the scene of accident resulting in death following a hitandrun incident this morning on Ind 37 south of Bloomington
 2024-02-20 Abuse victims could get more from Boy Scout settlement und        Several hundred abuse victims who are part of a large settlement with the Boy Scouts of America could get access to more money under a bill approved by a Senate committee Tuesday
 2024-02-20 Working group devises plan to keep Kinsey at IU  According to the document obtained by Indiana Public Media the Kinsey Institute Special Working Group concluded the Institute can remain part of IU without violating state law using an accounting solution
 2024-02-20 Federal judge moves women's shelter lawsuit back to local c  A lawsuit filed by Sojourn House -- a nonprofit serving trafficked and exploited women -- against the Monroe County Board of Zoning Appeals is back to the local circuit court
 2024-02-20 Jeff Hall running for Monroe County coroner  Jeff Hall has filed to run for Monroe County coroner this year
 2024-02-20 Indiana man who freelanced for Dearborn publication charg       An Indiana man who worked as a freelance reporter for the Dearbornbased Arab American News is jailed after being charged with making online threats against Jews and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) officials
 2024-02-20 Bobcat hunting trapping season bill heads to governor  Bobcats were taken off the Indiana endangered species list in 2005 Now the bill's author Sen Scott Baldwin (RNoblesville) said their numbers could be growing out of control
 2024-02-21 Ask The Mayor: Bloomington's Thomson on annexation inte     On mayor Thomson's first show we get updates on the interlocal agreement annexation litigation Lower Cascades Road closure and more
 2024-02-21 Indiana lawmakers vote to lift state ban on happy hours  The proposal now goes back to the House for review If the bill becomes law the change would take effect July 1
 2024-02-21 Community land trust property assessments bills unlikely to    Two similar bills supporting community land trusts are most likely dead at the statehouseÂ 
 2024-02-21 Authorities identify woman killed in Indianapolis Waffle Hou   Authorities in Indianapolis have released the name of a 35yearold woman who was slain during a shooting that apparently started with an argument between two groups of people at a Waffle House restaurant
 2024-02-21 The Hoosier Gym home of the Hickory Huskers still resonates    It's a small brick building that the Hickory Huskers of the movie "Hoosiersâ€� called home It hosts more than 50000 visitors and dozens of high school games each year
 2024-02-21 How the 12-team College Football Playoff will work  The 12team College Football Playoff is 10 months away from kicking off and the format for it has finally been locked in
 2024-02-21 Banking contracts bill squeaks by in Senate vote  A bill allowing financial institutions to change contract terms on customers without explicit acceptance narrowly passed the Senate Tuesday on a 2821 vote and now moves one step closer to the governor's desk
 2024-02-21 Indiana congressional candidate faces campaign finance scru Two complaints were filed last week against Gabe Whitley the GOP hopeful seeking to unseat Democratic incumbent Rep AndrÃ© Carson
 2024-02-21 House passes companion literacy bill to identify struggling re       Indiana Secretary of Education Katie Jenner said the bill helps the state leverage data from standardized testing like ILEARN assessments
 2024-02-21 Bill narrowly clears Senate committee to kill Gary lawsuit ag     Cities and towns in Indiana will be banned from suing gun manufacturers and sellers -- even if they do something illegal -- under a bill narrowly approved by a Senate committee Tuesday
 2024-02-21 Dense breast tissue can complicate cancer screenings. Notifi       HB 1053 would require facilities that provide mammograms to assess breast tissue density and inform patients whether their breast tissue is "denseâ€� or "not denseâ€�
 2024-02-21 Stricter age verification for adult sites requirement heads to    Laws in other states requiring stricter age verification on adult sites have had mixed success in the court system
 2024-02-21 Tenure bill passes house committee  Its author Sen Spencer Deery (RWest Lafayette) said his bill will protect tenured professors although nearly all who spoke last week said it would stifle academic freedomÂ 
 2024-02-21 IU offers free tax assistance for low-income Monroe County    The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program a partnership with United Way will help people who make less than $60000 a year file 2023 federal and state taxes
 2024-02-21 Indiana Republicans seek to legally enforce ban on sanctuar   The Indiana Supreme Court dismissed a lawsuit involving Indiana's ban on sanctuary cities ruling private citizens couldn't prove they had standing to sue
 2024-02-21 Purdue Fort Wayne professor begins term as Indiana Poet La  Poet Curtis Crisler is an instructor at Purdue Fort Wayne and for the next two years will serve as Indiana's Poet Laureate tasked with representing poetry for the Hoosier state
 2024-02-21 Commissioners approve interlocal for convention center pro  The Monroe County Commissioners have approved a document outlining a plan for the county convention center expansion
 2024-02-21 State recognition for IU Bloomington institute because of co     IU President Pamela Whitten accepted the award on behalf of the Institute Jan 25
 2024-02-22 A sand hole collapse in Florida killed a child. Such deaths oc         The collapse of a sand hole that killed a 7yearold Indiana girl who was digging with her brother on a Florida beach is an underrecognized danger that kills and injures several children a year around the country
 2024-02-22 Schooner Creek Farm sold to be renovated  Owners Sarah Dye and Doug Mackey closed on the property earlier this month after listing it on Facebook marketplace
 2024-02-22 Nebraska strengthens its post-season position sinking strugg    Keisei Tominaga scored 20 points and reserve Jamarques Lawrence scored 19 making all five of his 3point attempts and Nebraska beat Indiana 8570
 2024-02-22 Hoosier Lottery to buy downtown Indianapolis building  The State Lottery Commission of Indiana formalized a resolution Tuesday to pay $91 million for a downtown Indianapolis building in which it currently operates
 2024-02-22 Cellular outages affect more than 70000 nationwide  A number of Americans are dealing with cellular outages on AT&amp;T Cricket Wireless Verizon TMobile and other service providers according to data from Downdetector
 2024-02-22 Committee removes portion of controversial language from     The amended language uses the same definition from the IRHA but no longer references the organization or its examples
 2024-02-22 Bill sets up cosmetology apprenticeship as licensing alternat     Dozens of beauticians barbers and stylists flooded the Statehouse Wednesday urging senators to take action on a House bill establishing a cosmetology apprenticeship program but the crowd was evenly split when it came to their views
 2024-02-22 Certification for recovery community organizations heads to   HB 1205 would require RCOs to be certified through the state Advocates said that certification could help these organizations qualify for additional funding opportunities
 2024-02-22 Ambulance providers say payment issues worsen access. Bill    Providers said lack of payment on top of other financial issues such as low reimbursement rates and rising costs of equipment is leading people to flee the industry
 2024-02-22 Academic exemptions struck from proposal for religious edu    Students are already allowed to leave school for religious instruction But the proposal mandates rather than encourages schools to work with organizations that offer that instruction
 2024-02-22 Expansion of voyeurism law included in bill to address India     Indiana's revenge pornography law requires intimate images to be shared with others to trigger criminal penalties
 2024-02-22 Advocates lawmakers worry shortened banking dispute peri     Many of these claims are addressed in class action lawsuits which Indiana Community Action Poverty Institute's Erin Macey said provides an opportunity to "hold institutions accountable for small harms across many people"
 2024-02-22 A new blood test would objectively determine psychosis risk    The blood test is a game changer in treating schizophrenia lead researcher and psychiatry professor Dr Alexander Niculescu said
 2024-02-23 City commission recommends historic designation for Lower   The Bloomington Historic Preservation Commission says the city council should approve a local historic designation for Lower Cascades Park
 2024-02-23 Siblings of students with disabilities eligible for scholarship a     A Senate committee amended a bill on Wednesday that changes how two of the state's scholarship account programs are administered and who is eligible for them
 2024-02-23 Indiana State Police arrest two after finding 184 pounds of c      Indiana State Police arrested two California men after finding 184 pounds of cocaine during a traffic stop Sunday
 2024-02-23 Why rural voters continue to bet on Donald Trump  With Republican primaries taking place nationwide we set out to talk with experts and some voters about why one name â€“ Trump â€“ is the choice of so many in rural Indiana
 2024-02-23 Report: Indiana scores a D grade on living organ donor prote  Protections for living organ donors are lacking in Indiana according to a new report by the American Kidney Fund
 2024-02-23 No. 14 Indiana frustrates Caitlin Clark en route to 86-69 win     Sara Scalia scored 25 points AllAmerica center Mackenzie Holmes had 24 points and nine rebounds and No 14 Indiana frustrated Iowa superstar Caitlin Clark in an 8669 win over the fourthranked Hawkeyes
 2024-02-23 Whitten responds to Rep. Banks' letter and accusations of fa     She also said IU has taken "swift and comprehensiveâ€� action against reports of antisemitism
 2024-02-23 Weekly Statehouse Update: Gary gun lawsuit antisemitism a       Republicans trying to kill a lawsuit against gun manufacturers and sellers A Senate committee significantly changes a bill on antisemitism And a bill heads to the Senate floor that could help victims of abuse in a Boy Scouts of America settlement get more money
 2024-02-23 County announces plan for 70 new income-restricted housin   Habitat for Humanity of Monroe County and county officials are partnering to build new incomerestricted housing units south of Bloomington
 2024-02-24 Free tax resources available in Bloomington  There are a few different services available for Bloomington residents to file their taxes for free
 2024-02-23 Indiana University student advances in American Idol  Meggie Iyer a freshman at Indiana University may be a few performances away from achieving her dream of becoming a performer
 2024-02-23 Redbud Books to open on Kirkwood Avenue  The nonprofit bookstore will be volunteerled and focus on engaging the Bloomington community through curated book collections reading groups film screenings and various speakers and events
 2024-02-23 Bill to eliminate local bans on dog sales at pet stores heads t    Rep Beau Baird (RGreencastle) is the author of HB 1412 He said his legislation will help ensure higher standards in Indiana's dog breeding industry
 2024-02-23 State audit finds Jamey Noel responsible for more than $900        The former Clark County sheriff who also previously operated a local fire and EMS nonprofit is charged with 25 felonies including theft tax evasion and ghost employment
 2024-02-23 Bill to put chaplains in schools derailed â€“ but language ad      Sen Stacey Donato (RLogansport) is the author of Senate Bill 50 She said it could help with the statewide school counselor shortage
 2024-02-23 IDOH confirms first measles case in Indiana since 2019  The IDOH said the disease is rare because of the availability of the measles mumps and rubella or MMR vaccine Vaccination rates peaked in 2020 but have steadily declined since
 2024-02-23 More than 1600 children with disabilities affected by propos     FSSA is shifting legally responsible individuals (LRIs) from the attendant care program to the Structured Family Caregiving which pays per day rather than hourly
 2024-02-23 Rural Trump support Transgender Hoosiers Kinsey Institute f      Former President Trump continues to receive the backing of many despite the numerous lawsuits and indictments he's facing Fewer than 1 percent of the state's population is transgender but finding acceptance in a rightleaning state hasn't been easy And a study group has presented Indiana University with a plan for the future of the Kinsey Institute
 2024-02-23 Older transgender Hoosiers have seen a world of change in t         Indiana Public Broadcasting spoke with transgender Hoosiers in their 50s 60s and 70s about growing up and living in Indiana during a period of social transition
 2024-02-26 Candidates for vacant Bloomington council seat take questio    Three candidates seeking to fill a vacant seat on the Bloomington City Council took questions from precinct committee members at a Democratic Party forum over the weekend
 2024-02-26 With poor fiscal forecast farmers to be financially â€˜guarde    The USDA is forecasting a 25percent decline in farm revenue in 2024 -- this comes from higher costs lower prices and reduced government aid Some farms are proceeding with caution
 2024-02-26 Indiana senators tank reform legislation for special educatio   Legislation intended to help families of students with disabilities navigate disputes over special education services with Indiana school districts appears to have failed in the General Assembly
 2024-02-26 How much do environmental regulations like wetland prote      In communities like Bloomington -- which already have tight restrictions on development -- Indiana Business Research Center's Phil Powell said environmental regulations can have more of an effect than they might in other parts of the state
 2024-02-26 Data show conservative students feel silenced on Indiana ca      Previously unreleased data pulled by the Commission for Higher Education confirm conservative student sentiment is lower but studies show Indiana ranks higher nationwide for tolerance of conservative speech on campus
 2024-02-26 Bill to tackle nursing workforce hurdles â€“ including licensin       Indiana has a nursing shortage but nursing schools say they don't have enough faculty to educate the amount of students the state needs The Senate passed a bill that simplifies nursing instructor requirements and eliminates a barrier for nurses from other countries to work in Indiana
 2024-02-26 Trustees to vote on Kinsey separation Friday  The Board of Trustees is required to hold any discussions on the Kinsey Institute publicly under Indiana's Open Door Law
 2024-02-26 Bill to secure industry's use of certain toxic PFAS stalled in co  It's unclear if a bill to change the definition of toxic PFAS in Indiana will move forward It was stalled in a Senate committee on Monday
 2024-02-27 Indiana Senate approves loosened regulations for unlicense     HB 1102Â increases the number of children allowed in child care homes from five to seven -- which doesn't include any children in the home who are relatives of the owner It also allows those homes to care for kids longer from four to six hours a day
 2024-02-27 Bill to allow development on steeper slopes heads to the go  Monroe County stormwater and planning experts said allowing development on steeper slopes could send sediment pollution into underground streams that resurface in other areas of the county
 2024-02-27 Fort Wayne Mayor Tom Henry announces he has late-stage s   The announcement in a brief press conference Monday at Citizens Square comes roughly a month after his wife Cindy passed away from pancreatic cancer
 2024-02-27 By defining sex some states are denying transgender people   Efforts in Republicanled states to write definitions of male and female into law are leading to outcry that the measures deny transgender people legal recognition
 2024-02-27 MCCSC requesting comment on elementary merger this wee  The Monroe County Community School Corp is hosting two community meetings to hear from parents about the proposed merger of Childs and Templeton Elementary schools



 2024-02-27 Severe weather possible tonight  Threats include large hail damaging winds heavy rain and possible tornadoes
 2024-02-27 New Bedford Health Center has same-day appointments  IHC is one of two health offices in Lawrence County; there are 39 across the state
 2024-02-27 Mayor Thomson churches open shelters for unhoused comm Frigid temperatures throughout the area earlier this month put a spotlight on the need for shelter especially for those experiencing homelessness
 2024-02-27 State election board Indiana Supreme Court rule against Joh       The Indiana Supreme Court also ruled against Rust Tuesday reversingÂ a lower court decisionÂ that would have kept Rust on the ballot
 2024-02-27 Bill to force apartment landlords to replace lead pipes set up    SB 5 would require landlords to enroll in a program to replace the lead pipes they own through their water utility or be forced to pay for it themselves It would also set up a fund to help schools test for lead and replace lead fixtures
 2024-02-28 Nashville Town Manager on eclipse infrastructure music cen  Nashville officials are expecting thousands of visitors for the eclipse water and sewer infrastructure needs are being addressed and the music center is filling seats and spurring the economy
 2024-02-27 Donald Trump remains on Indiana ballot after state election    Former President Donald Trump will appear on Indiana's presidential ballot after a challenge to his candidacy was denied by the Indiana Election Commission
 2024-02-27 Biden backed off a pledge to abolish the federal death pena        Capital punishment may not be dominating the 2024 presidential race but it could quickly seize the political spotlight after November
 2024-02-27 House advances tenure bill to Senate  Senate Bill 202 has been unpopular on college campuses Faculty say it threatens academic freedom a perspective its supporters deny
 2024-02-27 Flu vaccine found to be effective at preventing hospitalizatio  Two studies released by the CDC say the flu vaccine was effective at preventing hospitalization during the 20222023 flu season
 2024-02-27 Commissioners abandon Thomson property as potential jail  Monroe County says it's no longer considering land it owns on Bloomington's southwest side as a future jail site
 2024-02-27 Ware helps Indiana outlast Wisconsin 74-70 in game delayed    Kel'el Ware finished with 27 points and 11 rebounds to help Indiana hold off Wisconsin 7470 on Tuesday night in a game that was delayed for 25 minutes because of a fire alarm
 2024-02-28 2024 is a leap year and there's an Irish tradition is associated    February 29th is Thursday this year We take a look at the origins of an Irish custom â€“ women proposing to men on this extra dayÂ 
 2024-02-28 Indiana's gender-affirming care ban for transgender youth ta       The decision Tuesday does not stop the underlying case which was granted class action certification in January A bench trial is tentatively set for April 2025
 2024-02-28 Indiana man pleads guilty to threatening Michigan election     An Indiana man accused of making a violent threat against a Michigan election official in 2020 has pleaded guilty
 2024-02-29 Residents speak out against massive development in southw   Residents near the planned site of a development that would bring more than 4000 new homes doubt the area can handle the amount of density it would bring
 2024-02-28 Local communities could not sue gun industry even for illega      Local communities in Indiana won't be allowed to sue the gun industry -- even for illegal actions -- under legislation approved by the Senate Tuesday
 2024-02-28 Humane Association animal shelter offer walk-in vaccines  The clinic will be open from 1 to 3 pm at the Bloomington Animal Shelter 3410 S Walnut St
 2024-02-28 Bloomington hosting events to celebrate Women's History M The City of Bloomington will host a luncheon March 28 for Women's History Month at the Monroe County Convention Center
 2024-02-28 House passes health care merger notification bill. Concerns o     Senate Bill 9 is a result of recommendations from the Health Care Cost Oversight Task Force
 2024-02-28 City to install barriers along Third Street bike lane  Traffic separation barriers will be installed next month along the East Third Street bicycle lane
 2024-02-28 "Day of actionâ€� on IU campus for Kinsey tenure and Palestin Organizers planned the Day of Action to "defend higher education from unprecedented attacks from University Administrators and Governmentâ€�Â 
 2024-02-28 IU Faculty and Staff for Israel call on leaders to address antis  Faculty and Staff for Israel have about 60 members on Indiana University's Bloomington and Indianapolis campuses
 2024-02-28 MCCSC school board passes resolution to examine options f   The Monroe County Community School board will study the populations in its school zones to implement new attendance borders in the 20252026 school year
 2024-02-28 Bill that could limit Hoosier debt protections heads to gover   If signed by the governorÂ Senate Bill 188Â would shorten the period of time Hoosiers have to dispute charges and other issues with their banks from six years to two years
 2024-02-28 Tax breaks for preserving wetlands heads to governor's desk  SB 246 would allow the Indiana Department of Natural Resources to certify some acres of ground as a wildland -- which counts as a tax break
 2024-02-28 Indiana House unanimously approves bill aimed at preventi      The Indiana House unanimously approved a bill on Tuesday that aims to reduce drowning deaths on Lake Michigan
 2024-02-28 Third grade reading bill nears governor's desk despite conce     Last year around 96 percent of students who did not pass IREAD3 the state reading assessment advanced to fourth grade according to state data
 2024-02-29 City council approves interlocal agreement for convention c   The Bloomington City Council has approved an interlocal agreement for the Monroe Convention Center expansion
 2024-02-29 Fiscal bill amended to increase Medicaid transparency. But d      Rep Ed DeLaney (DIndianapolis) said he's "botheredâ€� by the uncertainty of what's going to happen to families during the transition away from attendant care
 2024-02-29 Civics proficiency internet safety curricula bill gets seal of ap    The House also voted to remove a provision that would have changed how the state audits charter schools
 2024-02-29 State lawmakers send firm message that Indiana remains â€     GOP lawmakers approved the resolution in the Senate health committee on Wednesday
 2024-02-29 Grassroots organizers criticize lawmakers for failed bills on fe     Advocates lamented a lack of action on Wednesday on two priority bills for the grassroots organization Hoosier Action which would have explicitly decriminalized fentanyl test strips and established rent escrow accounts
 2024-02-29 Madison County prosecutor considering challenge to Attorn     Attorney Todd Rokita may have a GOP challenger at the Indiana Republican Party's state convention in June
 2024-02-29 Senate committee axes 13th check for public retirees as deb   Sen Ryan Mishler (RMishawaka) argued that providing public pension retirees with a 13th check this year will prolong a permanent solution to providing enhanced benefits to those retirees
 2024-02-29 City commission residents urge council resolution on Gaza ce A Bloomington city commission and several residents say they want the city council to take up a resolution calling for an immediate ceasefire in Gaza
 2024-02-29 Report shows increase in nutrition-related New Years resolu  Fortysix percent reported they found cravings as an obstacle in achieving their resolution to eat healthier
 2024-02-29 Shadowfest canceled after years of planningâ€¯  The Fair Board said it was not in their best interest to continue the event due to irregularities in required payments
 2024-02-29 IU police urge e-vehicle safety after string of thefts  Thirteen electric bikes or scooters have been stolen this semester according to the Indiana University Police Department
 2024-02-29 Long-acting reversible contraceptive access advances despit      Providers and lawmakers raised concerns that hospitals might only provide what is legally required which they warn could lead to issues accessing other types of LARCs such as an IUD
 2024-02-29 Tenure bill heads to the governor's desk  Senate Bill 202 allows university trustees to fire or demote tenured faculty for failing to foster what it calls "intellectual diversityâ€� in their classes
 2024-02-29 Iowa's Caitlin Clark is entering the WNBA draft and the India       Iowa star Caitlin Clark who is on the verge of becoming the alltime NCAA scoring leader in college basketball announced Thursday she will leave the Hawkeyes after this season and enter the WNBA draft
 2024-03-01 Lawmakers plan new fund to pay for postsecondary training       A bill that would have expanded a college scholarship program was changed Thursday to create a separate fund for postsecondary training
 2024-03-01 Fiscal bill's FSSA transparency advances for 'fair discussion' â        The House approved several amendments to a fiscal bill Thursday to address transparency concerns around the Family and Social Services Administration
 2024-03-01 Board of Trustees votes to keep Kinsey Institute at IU  The board voted unanimously to approve an accounting solution and forego turning the institute into a separate 501(c)(3) nonprofit
 2024-03-01 BREAKING: IU trustees vote to keep Kinsey at IU  In an official statement the university said its solution would maintain faculty affiliation with Kinsey and keep the collections intact
 2024-03-01 County gives Simtra BioPharma $10.4 million tax break for $    Monroe County is giving a biopharmaceutical company a tax break of nearly $104 million to expand its operations near Bloomington's west side
 2024-03-01 IU's Moren named head coach for U.S. U18 National Team  Moren will lead the US at the FIBA U18 Women's AmeriCup June 1723 Team USA has won the last 11 AmeriCup titles
 2024-03-01 Supporters say bill headed to governor enhances election  se       The legislation aims to improve election security by providing election officials more ways to potentially remove people from the voter rolls
 2024-03-01 Weekly Statehouse Update: Election security 13th check Me   Here's what you might've missed this week at the Statehouse
 2024-03-01 Provision to disqualify attorney general candidates if they fa       Language to disqualify candidates for Indiana attorney general if they face certain sanctions was removed from the legislation
 2024-03-01 Legislative action to decriminalize test strips unlikely this ses  A bill to decriminalize fentanyl test strips is likely dead after it didn't receive a committee hearing in the Senate
 2024-03-01 MCCSC hears public comment on proposed Templeton and   The board will discuss the merger again at its March meeting They're advertising for experts currently to provide information on redistricting
 2024-03-01 Both chambers approve reading retention bill now goes to t    The legislation would retain third graders who don't pass Indiana's reading proficiency exam
 2024-03-01 Expert weighs in on the dangers of looking at the solar eclips  As an estimated 300000 visitors make their way towards Bloomington for the upcoming solar eclipse experts are warning about the dangers of viewing the event without proper eyewear
 2024-03-01 Religious education bill â€“ with school chaplains language        The amended House bill requires schools to allow religious education during school hours
 2024-03-01 MCCSC merger proposed housing development Kinsey vote    Parents are divided on MCCSC's proposed plan to consolidate elementary schools Some residents are concerned about a proposed housing development And IU's board of trustees vote on a plan to separate the Kinsey Institute from the university
 2024-03-02 Courtney Daily to fill vacant seat on Bloomington City Counc  The IU Kelley School of Business administrator and organizer for gun control took the oath of office shortly after Monroe County Democratic Party chair David Henry cast a tiebreaking vote during a party caucus
 2024-03-04 Students are taking IREAD now. Here's what to know about I     This week third graders and most second graders across Indiana will start taking the state reading test amid ongoing concern that too many students are not mastering literacy skills
 2024-03-04 Donald Rainwater to lead Indiana Libertarian ticket as party     The Indiana Libertarian Party chose its 2024 nominees for governor lieutenant governor and US Senate this weekend -- and the ticket includes some familiar names
 2024-03-03 No. 14 Indiana women beat Maryland 71-54 in Big Ten finale Sara Scali scored 19 points Yarden Garzon added 17 and No 14 Indiana closed the regular season with a 7154 win over Maryland to improve to 150 at home
 2024-03-03 Mgbako scores 24 rallies Indiana to 83-78 victory over Maryl  Mgbako made 8 of 15 shots from the floor including 4 of 8 from 3point range and all four of his free throws for the Hoosiers (1613 810 Big Ten Conference) who have won two straight following a fourgame skid
 2024-03-04 Governor signs bill to eliminate local ordinances banning do      Pet stores will be able to sell dogs anywhere in Indiana -- even in communities where those sales are banned by local ordinances -- under a bill Governor Eric Holcomb signed into law Monday
 2024-03-04 Nashville Bloomington traffic improvements to begin  Travelers can expect temporary lane changes at the main intersection coming into Nashville as work is scheduled to start Monday
 2024-03-04 Legislation to eliminate barriers for health providers heads t    One of the most controversial sections of the bill requires insurance companies to honor what's called "assignment of benefitsâ€� for outofnetwork dental providers
 2024-03-04 NPR puzzlemaster Will Shortz says he is recovering from a str  NPR puzzlemaster and New York Times puzzle editor Will Shortz announced on Sunday that he is recovering from a stroke
 2024-03-04 Governor's ability to renew disaster declarations sharply res     The measure is seen as a response to someÂ Republicans' continued frustrationÂ at Gov Eric Holcomb's handling of the COVID19 pandemic
 2024-03-05 Indiana could be the next state to eliminate the retail sales t     Indiana currently charges 7 percent sales tax on products such as tampons pads and menstrual cups
 2024-03-05 New data shows state averaging 15 abortions a month unde    Fortysix women had abortions in the last quarter of the year according to a new state report
 2024-03-05 One killed in weekend crash  One individual was pronounced dead on scene following a crash at Chambers Pike and Wayport Road around 8 pm Saturday
 2024-03-05 Indiana lawmakers divided on whether to punish families fo    Students are considered chronically absent when they miss 10 percent of the school year or about 18 days About 221000 Indiana students meet that definition in the 202223 school year
 2024-03-05 Religious civil rights groups accuse higher ed bill of racism  The bill's supporters characterize higher education in Indiana as an echo chamber but the petition says it would do "serious harm to cultural diversity efforts in Indianaâ€�â€¯Â 
 2024-03-05 Families could lose thousands in income if Indiana reduces p        Nearly 21000 individuals in Indiana receive funds through a state Medicaid program called Attendant Care The Family and Social Services Administration which manages Medicaid in Indiana has proposed to cut these payments
 2024-03-05 Adult websites must require stricter age verification under b     The stricter age verification required by legislation headed to the governor's desk can be either a mobile credential or verification through a thirdparty site
 2024-03-05 An Indiana county hires yet another election supervisor hop    A county in Indiana has lost its top election official nearly every other month since its longtime supervisor resigned over a votecounting mistake in the 2022 election
 2024-03-05 State disaster relief funds more accessible with higher payou       Legislation headed to the governor aims to make Indiana's disaster relief program easier to access while providing more money for those in need
 2024-03-05 Hoosiers with HOAs one step closer to being able to keep be  HOAs would not be able to stop people from having beehives on their property as long as they're actively maintained for honey and placed 100 feet from residents with bee allergies
 2024-03-05 City considers long-term extension of Kirkwood outdoor dini   The City of Bloomington is considering a longterm extension of a program that temporarily closes Kirkwood Avenue to motor vehicles every year
 2024-03-05 Bill sent to governor trying to torpedo Gary lawsuit against g    Rep Vernon Smith (DGary) said a bill to end Gary's lawsuit against gun manufacturers and sellers is wrong
 2024-03-05 Contentious antisemitism bill passes Indiana Senate heads f      The Republican priority measure doubles down against antisemitism on Hoosier colleges campuses
 2024-03-05 Gas stoves emit nanoaerosol particles that could affect your   A new study found gas stoves can emit more nanocluster aerosol particles than gas or diesel vehicles
 2024-03-05 Measure heads to governor to get pregnant people charged        Drug courts and forensic diversion programs are meant to lower recidivism rates and address the underlying causes of crime
 2024-03-05 IU's Holmes Scalia named first team All-Big Ten  Holmes and Iowa star Caitlin Clark were the only unanimous selections on both of the 10player teams
 2024-03-06 Ask The Mayor: Mary Ferdon's first show in Columbus on ecl    The city is ramping up for the total solar eclipse next month resources are being put together to combat homelessness and a big ribboncutting ceremony is planned Wednesday
 2024-03-06 Students faculty feel 'walled off' from Indiana University clim     How IU chooses to move forward could determine whether students faculty and staff have a role in helping the university reach its climate goals
 2024-03-06 Chancellor and executive VP of IU Indianapolis to chart sepa    WFYI's Ben Thorp sat down with Dr Ramchand to discuss how she'll lead IU Indianapolis through its split with Purdue University as IUPUI officially becomes two
 2024-03-06 Monroe County southwest library still closed from weather d In the Feb 21 board of trustees meeting MCPL director Grier Carson said the library is waiting to see what insurance covers before beginning repairs
 2024-03-06 omson gives final OK on interlocal for convention center exp  An interlocal agreement for the Monroe Convention Center expansion project now has all the signatures required from local government officials
 2024-03-06 CDC drops five-day isolation period for COVID  COVID is now being treated similarly to other respiratory illnesses such as the flu or RSV
 2024-03-06 Thomson gives final OK on interlocal for convention center e  An interlocal agreement for the Monroe Convention Center expansion project now has all the signatures required from local government officials
 2024-03-06 Bloomington IU leaders share safety plans for 300000 eclipse  "There's no better place to witness the eclipse than right here in Bloomington We're going to prove that to everyone on April 8â€� Mayor Kerry Thomson said
 2024-03-08 Micro grants helping communities capitalize on eclipse  Communities around the state are preparing to host the largest number of tourists they've ever seen And for many of the state's smaller communities grant money is going a long way to make their events possible
 2024-03-06 Lawmakers send bill to governor criminalizing computer-gen    Indiana is expanding its revenge pornography law to include digitallygenerated or altered images
 2024-03-06 Where can older adults retirees in Indiana get tax-filing assis  How can older adults and retirees efficiently and effectively file taxes in Indiana? Several audience members inspired this question
 2024-03-06 Legislation to update emergency detention process heads to  Legislation headed to Gov Eric Holcomb's desk would adjust the process for how people who are arrested should be evaluated treated and potentially committed for mental illness
 2024-03-07 Roger Kerr named Bloomington's permanent fire chief  Roger Kerr the interim Bloomington fire chief will assume the title permanently starting next week
 2024-03-06 MCCSC buying out Superintendent Jeff Hauswald's contract  Superintendent Jeff Hauswald will leave the district at the end of the school year
 2024-03-07 Indiana legislators send bill addressing childcare costs to gov  Indiana lawmakers voted Wednesday to send legislation to the governor's desk aimed at making childcare more affordable
 2024-03-07 Indiana lawmakers in standoff on antisemitism bill following       Disagreements among Indiana lawmakers could stop passage of a bill aiming to address antisemitism on college campuses for the second year in a row
 2024-03-07 Indiana Supreme Court issues 3-2 opinion upholding party a      The formal opinion comes a week after Rust was removed from the GOP primary ballot
 2024-03-07 IU Health CEO asks peers to donate to Chambers to head off   Dennis Murphy the CEO and president of IU Health is urging his peers to donate to gubernatorial candidate Brad Chambers
 2024-03-07 Ware Galloway power Indiana to 70-58 victory over Minneso Kel'el Ware and Trey Galloway posted doubledoubles and Indiana breezed to a 7058 victory over Minnesota
 2024-03-07 How to watch and listen to NPR's coverage of Biden's State o     President Biden is delivering his State of the Union address on Thursday night a speech where he will make his case for a second term in office to one of the biggest television audiences he will have all year
 2024-03-07 Bill to expand children's working hours â€“ with parental con      One of House Bill 1093's provisions allows 14 and 15yearolds to work until 9 pm on weeknights between June 1 and Labor Day two hours later than current law
 2024-03-07 IU professor writes children's book about mobile device secu  An assistant professor at Indiana University has taken on the new title of a children's author
 2024-03-07 Indiana's public access expert faces restrictions under bill se    A bill from Republican lawmakers that could lead to restrictions on how the state's public access counselor does their job is on its way to the governor's desk
 2024-03-07 Woman will plead guilty to 2022 hit-and-run death of IU stud Madelyn Howard will plead guilty to two felony counts in the 2022 hitandrun death of Indiana University student Nate Stratton
 2024-03-07 Less ice on Lake Michigan means more shoreline damage an       The yearly maximum frozen surface area of Lake Michigan has decreased on average from the early 1970s to 2023
 2024-03-07 Bill sent to Governor Holcomb that limits governor's emerge   SB 234 given final approval by the Senate ThursdayÂ is seen by someÂ as a reaction to Republicans' continued frustration at Holcomb's handling of the COVID19 pandemic
 2024-03-07 Lawmakers revive restaurant carry-out alcohol in finalized le  Expect to see happy hours and the option to add a cocktail to your carryout restaurant order as soon as July under finalized legislation approved Thursday It now goes to the governor
 2024-03-07 Indiana OB-GYN Caitlin Bernard to attend State of the Union  Dr Caitlin Bernard an Indianapolisbased OBGYN will accompany a member of the US House of Representatives during President Joe Biden's State of the Union Address to Congress tonight
 2024-03-07 Indoor sports facility opens state of city address in Columbus Community members gathered in Columbus for the opening of a new indoor sports complex and to hear the mayor's state of the city address
 2024-03-07 Animal behaviors may shift during the eclipse  It is unlikely that dogs and cats will even look at the sun during the eclipse as they don't normally look at it anyway
 2024-03-26 IU Eskenazi hospitals to limit surgeries on eclipse day  The IU and Eskenazi Hospitals are limiting the number of surgeries and appointments taking place the day of the eclipse
 2024-03-08 Indiana man pleads guilty to assaulting police with baton an       Curtis Logan Tate struck at least two officers with the baton that he brought to the Capitol on Jan 6 2021
 2024-03-08 Eclipse grants IU climate action plan MCCSC and Hauswald p      Rural communities are taking advantage of grants to host events for the total solar eclipse Indiana University says it is working to better implement its climate action plan but students and faculty say they feel left out And MCCSC and superintendent Jeff Hauswald have agreed to part ways
 2024-03-08 Brownsburg couple sentenced in Jan. 6 Capitol breach  A married couple were sentenced last Tuesday for their participation in a collective assault against law enforcement during the Jan 6 2021 riot at the US Capitol
 2024-03-08 South Bend Tribune reaches two-year agreement with News  Journalists at the South Bend Tribune are getting a raise under a collective bargaining agreement reached this week with the South Bend NewsGuild
 2024-03-08 Bloomington police to start carrying Tasers in next month m   Bloomington Mayor Kerry Thomson says some city police officers will start carrying Tasers as soon as next month
 2024-03-08 Some regulations loosened for unlicensed child care homes      Lawmakers hope to increase access to child care by rolling back regulations of unlicensed child care homes The bill now heads to the governor's desk
 2024-03-08 IDEM says it can't make air pollution permits stricter. Experts      At a public meeting IDEM officials said that tightening emissions limits on BP's Whiting Refinery would require a change to federal or state laws
 2024-03-08 13th check finally approved this year for thousands of public   Tens of thousands of public pension recipients will receive 13th checks this year after lawmakers approved a bill that one legislator said "corrects a wrongâ€� from last session
 2024-03-08 Sheriff: Hiker finds human remains near Monroe County airp  Detectives the local coroner's office and an anthropology team from the University of Indianapolis are working to "actively identify the individualâ€� according to the Monroe County Sheriff's Office
 2024-03-10 Indiana lawmakers pass bill defining antisemitism with comp The bill stalled this month amid persistent disagreement between lawmakers in the legislative session's final days The final version made concessions in language that was opposed by critics of Israel
 2024-03-10 Ware scores 28 hits tie-breaking free throw in Indiana's 65-6      Kel'el Ware had 28 points 12 rebounds and the goahead free throw to lead Indiana to a 6564 victory over Michigan State on Sunday as the Hoosiers wrapped up the Big Ten regular season with their fourth consecutive win
 2024-03-10 Nationwide review finds patchwork â€˜broken' systems for r     A review uncovers a patchwork of systems for resolving open government disputes Some states  including Indiana  have offices that can review residents' complaints but can't compel agencies to comply with their findings
 2024-03-02 Lawmakers do more 'heavy lifting' than expected in 2024 ses     Republican leaders said before the start of session they wanted it to be a quiet one focused on small tweaks to existing policies Yet some of their priorities were anything but
 2024-03-09 Weekly Statehouse Update: Election security 13th check Me   Lawmakers ended the 2024 legislative session on March 8 nearly a week before the deadline
 2024-03-09 Religious education bill heads to governor without school ch  House Bill 1137Â retained language about religious instruction but axed language that would have let clergy work as chaplains in schools
 2024-03-08 Legislative leaders say 2024 session more substantive than p         Lawmakers ended the 2024 legislative session nearly a week ahead of their deadline
 2024-03-09 Measure to open state scholarship accounts to more studen       The bill's author Rep Chuck Goodrich (RNoblesville) said the provision is meant to help students get to their internships and apprenticeships
 2024-03-09 Session ends with little done on attendant care some FSSA t      Lawmakers' efforts to halt proposed cuts to a Medicaid program did not make it into legislation this session despite outcry from families of medically complex children Instead they sent legislation to Gov Eric Holcomb focusing on administrative requirements for the Family and Social Services Administration
 2024-03-09 Psilocybin research fund pharmacy benefits manager langua      The bill would also establish a research fund for psilocybin -- a chemical compound found in some psychedelic mushrooms
 2024-03-11 Bloomington gathering feedback on proposed greenways  The City of Bloomington says it wants public feedback on proposed trafficcalming projects including two greenways
 2024-03-22 As solar developments continue land leasers stand to lose th   As Indiana continues a shift to solar energy one major group has been left out of many discussions of switching out farmland for solar panels; those who lease land to make a living
 2024-03-11 Effort to eliminate retail sales tax on period products unsucc     Some lawmakers have been pushing for this change for nearly a decade saying period products should be exempt from the retail sales tax like food prescriptions and medical devices
 2024-03-11 Labor data changes tell good news bad news story for Indian  The agency's yearly revisions also show that the state had about 22000 more people employed last year than originally reported
 2024-03-11 Bloomington man gets 25 years for assaulting grandfather bu    Justin Hollingsworth pled guilty but mentally ill to battery a Level 3 felony and arson a Level 4 felony at a March 6 sentencing
 2024-03-11 Drugstore worker gets May trial date in slaying of 2 teen girls  Court records now show Richard Allen will stand trial starting May 13 in the killings of 13yearold Abigail Williams and 14yearold Liberty German
 2024-03-12 Republican gubernatorial candidates spar in first formal deb    Most of Indiana's six Republican candidates for governor weren't shy about attacking each other Monday during the campaign's first formal debate
 2024-03-12 Governor signs bill to remove more people from voter rolls w      Gov Eric Holcomb signed a bill Monday that critics say violates federal law when it comes to removing people from the voter rolls
 2024-03-12 Holcomb signs reading retention bill into law  Third graders who fail the IREAD3 exam will be retained under a new law signed by the governor this week
 2024-03-12 State lawmakers share their thoughts on this year's educatio   Lawmakers passed myriad education bills this year that will impact students and teachers across the state
 2024-03-12 Governor signs 67 bills ranging from reading remediation to   Gov Eric Holcomb signed 67 bills into law Monday with no vetoes
 2024-03-12 What is federal excise tax and where does it go?  IRS spokesperson Stacy Engle said most excise tax paid by consumers goes toward funding projects the tax is for such as highway or airport improvements
 2024-03-12 IU's Mgbako named Big Ten's co-Freshman of the Year; Ware    Mgbako averaged 122 points per game for the Hoosiers highest among the Big Ten's freshmen
 2024-03-12 Governor signs reversible contraceptive access bill for postp    Medical providers and some lawmakers raised concerns about how this might impact patient access and choice They said hospitals are likely to only stock what is required and covered
 2024-03-12 What energy environment bills survived Indiana's 2024 legis   Wetlands were the subject of legislation once again this year
 2024-03-12 Ellettsville to fund Rural Transit past end of March  The Ellettsville Town Council is offering to help fund Rural Transit past the end of March
 2024-03-12 Visit Bloomington Parks Department explain plans for eclips   Visit Bloomington has tracked 31 eclipserelated events so farâ€¯
 2024-03-12 New record for smallmouth bass caught in Indiana set at Lak   The smallmouth bass was caught in Monroe Lake â€“ also called Lake Monroe â€“ on March 3 by Rex Remington He's caught smallmouth bass there before but none were this bigÂ Â 
 2024-03-12 Here are 8 education bills passed by Indiana lawmakers  Indiana lawmakers concluded this year's legislative session swiftly as promised Friday and there are a slew of changes coming for schools
 2024-03-13 Ask The Mayor: Terre Haute's Sakbun on eclipse negligent la   A new ordinance will hold subcontractors accountable for natural gas line strikes eclipse planning is in full swing and the casino is set to open April 5
 2024-03-13 AG Rokita says Gov. Holcomb should veto â€˜toothless' antis   He previously warned in a statement released before both chambers approved the negotiated language that "anything lessâ€� than the original proposal "is a betrayal of Jewish individuals and the whole notion of equal protection under the lawâ€�
 2024-03-13 Bloomington Transit limiting service on eclipse day  Bloomington Transit will offer limited bus service on April 8 as the city braces for an estimated 300000 visitors
 2024-03-13 Muncie Schools CEO hired in Ball State legislative-approved    The head of Muncie Community Schools hired to help guide a firstinthestate partnership between the district and a state university is retiring
 2024-03-13 New phone app deputizes bystanders into citizen scientists f     Students and faculty at Western Kentucky University have created a smartphone app that can help to discern the exact shape of the sun with â€˜the equipment they have in their pocket'
 2024-03-13 Pines residents activists worry coal ash cleanup standard for      Coal ash was used as construction fill in hundreds of properties in the Town of Pines in Northwest Indiana
 2024-03-13 Governor signs bill to expand school eligibility funding use fo    A bill signed into law by the governor this week will increase the number of teams that can apply for a robotics grant and allow them to use the funds for building materials
 2024-03-13 Holcomb signs tenure bill into law  Protests on IU's campus and testimony at the statehouse urged the governor to veto the bill
 2024-03-13 Special session to buyout Hauswald's contract lasted 3 minu  Before the Wednesday meeting Hauswald's contract ran through June 30 2026 Now his term will end after the 20232024 academic school year He will be paid his 20242025 salary â€“ Â $22892631
 2024-03-14 AES Indiana takes next step to stop using coal convert to nat     The Hoosier utility company this week filed a request with the IURC to transition its two remaining coalburning units
 2024-03-14 No answers in death of trespass bill; conference committee s   In the final hour of session on Friday a bill tackling a gap in the state's trespass statute quietly died with little explanation
 2024-03-14 Holcomb signed university anti-â€˜viewpoint discrimination     Public retiree benefit boost also among those signed into law
 2024-03-14 Sheriffs requesting information on death of Lawrence Count   James Stewart 42 was found dead around 1 pm Feb 24 from a gunshot wound in his camper near Lafayette Avenue in Oolitic
 2024-03-14 UPDATE: Tornado watch in effect until midnight  More severe weather is expected tonight after a line of thunderstorms rolled through south central Indiana today
 2024-03-14 Houchin introduces Student Bill of Rights Act to Congress  The bill aims to "affirm and protect the First Amendment rights of students and student organizationsâ€� at public colleges and universities
 2024-03-14 Holcomb signs law allowing construction on steeper slopes  The law's supporters say it will alleviate Monroe County's housing problem but critics point to the high cost of developing on slopes and the risk of erosion
 2024-03-14 Governor signs legislation to require notification of health ca   The new law requires hospitals and other "health care entitiesâ€� that have mergers and acquisitions that cross a $10 million threshold to notify the attorney general
 2024-03-14 Indiana ranks low in affordable available housing units  Housing advocates and organizations gathered Thursday to discuss the affordable housing report and call on the governor to come up with solutions
 2024-03-14 Noted Indiana author Dan Wakefield dies at 91  Wakefield grew up in Indianapolis and wrote more than 20 books Two of them "Going All the Wayâ€� and "Starting Overâ€� were made into major motion pictures
 2024-03-14 Indiana population growth approaching pre-pandemic num  The Indiana Business Research Center reports the state added nearly 30000 residents last year Nearly 69 million people now live in the state The Bloomington metro area is among three to lose population in 2023
 2024-03-14 Damaging tornadoes move through Midwest as officials in In      Storm damage in Indiana was reported in the east central city of Winchester according to Indiana State Police who said they were working to confirm fatalities
 2024-03-15 Indiana schools have new requirements when students are t  Nearly one in five Indiana students missed more than 10 percent of school in 202324 a substantial increase from before the pandemic
 2024-03-15 Governor Holcomb weighing concerns about antisemitism b        Lawmakers last week believed they found a compromise on a controversial bill to define and ban antisemitism in public education institutions Gov Eric Holcomb said things have changed since then as he weighs whether to sign the measure into law
 2024-03-15 Happy hours return to Indiana beginning July 1 after govern       As he signed the bill lifting that ban into law at a local Indianapolis bar Holcomb said the measure "empowersâ€� businesses to serve responsibly
 2024-03-15 Community college can be a gateway to a 4-year degree. But            Community colleges are often touted as an affordable start for students who aim to earn fouryear degrees But fewer than one in 10 Indiana students who enroll in community college go on to earn degrees from fouryear institutions according to recently released federal data
 2024-03-15 Holcomb mulling whether to sign few remaining bills from 20   Indiana governors can take one of three actions on legislation sent to them They can sign bills into law let them become law without their signature or veto them
 2024-03-15 Families 'welcome and beg' for discussion with governor on    Families of medically complex children want to protect a Medicaid program they say contributes to the wellbeing of their children Several families protested the attendant care cuts Thursday outside of a billsigning event hosted by Gov Eric Holcomb
 2024-03-15 Visiting Eclipseville seven years later  Hopkinsville Ky was deemed "the point of greatest eclipseâ€� by NASA in the 2017 total solar eclipse drawing over 120000 visitors to a town of around 30000
 2024-03-15 Judge hears oral arguments on annexation law  City attorneys argue the law violates sections of the US and Indiana constitutions both of which prevent the state from impairing existing contracts such as a remonstrance waiver
 2024-03-15 Hopkinsville 2017 eclipse law allows building on slopes polic      We visit the site of the 2017 eclipse in Hopkinsville Kentucky to get a taste of what's in store here April 8 A new law allows building on properties with slopes up to 25 percent And Bloomington police could be carrying tasers as early as next month
 2024-03-15 Tornado causes significant damage in Delaware and Randolp   In Winchester the Randolph County Sheriff's Department says overnight reports of mass casualties on social media were false



 2024-03-15 Holcomb hasn't decided on endorsement in governor's race        Holcomb is termlimited from another four years as governor This year's campaign featuresÂ six Republican candidates
 2024-03-15 After construction projects split communities 70 years ago n      This round of funding will go toward redesigning a 7 andahalf mile stretch of State Road 9 and the Scatterfield Road corridor in Anderson
 2024-03-15 ISU selects finalists for next president  Indiana State University is making progress to replace President Deborah Curtis
 2024-03-15 ISU selects finalists for next president  Indiana State University is making progress to replace President Deborah Curtis
 2024-03-15 Bill to address ambulance provider payments establish mob        Ambulance providers said payment issues can contribute to a lack of access but this legislation could help address part of the problem
 2024-03-15 Monroe County voter registration closed on eclipse day; wh     Monroe County will allow inperson voter registration until noon the day after the statewide registration deadline for the May primary
 2024-03-15 Police investigating 10th and Walnut crash that damaged ap  Bloomington Police are investigating a crash that destroyed several apartment complexes and caused minor injuries in downtown Bloomington
 2024-03-15 Holcomb signs bill that torpedoes Gary lawsuit against gun m   Gov Eric Holcomb signed into law a bill that bans local governments from suing anyone in the gun industry with limited exceptions even if they do something illegal
 2024-03-15 Mother of child found dead in suitcase arrested  Indiana State Police detectives said in a release Friday that a woman who had been atlarge for almost two years was arrested Thursday
 2024-03-15 Most people expect food prices to rise in coming year  A new report from the Center for Food Demand Anaylsis and Sustainability at Purdue  shows most people predict food prices will increase this year
 2024-03-16 After dangerous tornadoes in Ohio and Indiana survivors sal       A storm's trail of destruction affected people in parts of Ohio Kentucky Indiana and Arkansas At least three people in Ohio were killed dozens hurt and even more reported damaged homes or businesses
 2024-03-16 Northwest Indiana sheriff says 3 men dead after being shot  Lake County sheriff's police sent to a home in Griffith found two men dead and a third in critical condition all having suffered gunshot wounds Lake County Sheriff Oscar Martinez Jr said
 2024-03-16 Prosecutor says southern Indiana woman shot 3 kids dead b    Based on the results of the autopsies and the evidence in the case the Jefferson County Coroner's Officer ruled the manner of death of the three children to be homicide and that Naomi Briner died from a selfinflicted gunshot wound
 2024-03-16 Early morning shooting at an Indianapolis bar kills 1 person      Indianapolis Metro Police Department reports five victims were transported by emergency responders to area hospitals and the sixth went to a hospital on their own after the shooting at Landsharks on Broad Ripple Avenue
 2024-03-17 Coroner identifies 3 men who were found fatally shot in nor    Police are investigating several scenarios including whether the incident was a murdersuicide No arrests have been made but authorities say there's no public safety threat
 2024-03-17 IU women earn No. 4 seed will host NCAA 1st and 2nd round  Indiana will face 13thseeded Fairfield in a firstround game on Saturday at Simon Skjodt Assembly Hall Fifthseed Oklahoma will play No 12seed Florida Gulf Coast in Saturday's other game
 2024-03-18 Body of 18-year-old Carson Hughes found in Versailles Lake  Several agencies from nearby counties as well as local volunteers aided in the search for Hughes
 2024-03-18 A bill to secure industry use of toxic PFAS is dead â€“ for now        Nonstick cooking pans parchment paper dental floss rain boots and carpet are all products that could contain toxic PFAS
 2024-03-18 I-69/I-465 Interchange bridge beams to be installed this wee  The Martinsville/Indianapolis corridor is on track to open at the end of the year according to INDOT
 2024-03-18 Gubernatorial candidate Brad Chambers unveils 10-point pl      The plan includes tax reform entrepreneurship support child care access and housing availability
 2024-03-18 Solar in Indiana rebounds in 2023 after project delays the pr   Indiana saw the most megawatts of solar installed in the state to date last year
 2024-03-20 Ask The Mayor: Bloomington's Thomson on Summit District    The city is preparing for up to 300000 people to visit during the solar eclipse talks are underway about the future of Kirkwood Avenue and are the visual arts being forgotten about in city budgets
 2024-03-19 Thomson hears residents' concerns priorities at first travelin    Bloomington Mayor Kerry Thomson is collecting feedback directly from the city's residents at meetings called "Traveling Town Hallsâ€�
 2024-03-19 SCOTUS declines to hear appeal of Indiana couple who lost c     The case itself focuses on the Indiana Department of Child Services' removal of Mary and Jeremy Cox's transgender daughter from their care
 2024-03-19 Governor Holcomb says bill to define ban antisemitism does     After vetoing the measure Gov Eric Holcomb said in a statement the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance's examples were an important part of the definition
 2024-03-19 Holcomb signs law limiting state's public access official  In his statement after signing Holcomb said he took into account concerns raised about the counselor's office but believes that the changes are less concerning because the court has the final say over the law
 2024-03-19 Governing bodies tussle over control of Indiana State Fair  A dispute years in the making becomes legislative fight on last night
 2024-03-19 1800 addresses without water this morning  Around 1800 addresses including two schools were without water this morning after a water main break
 2024-03-19 Pedal coast-to-coast without using a road? New program he       The Cardinal Greenways pathway born from eastern Indiana's abandoned railroad tracks will become a central cog in the Great American Rail Trail -- a planned 3700mile network of uninterrupted trails spanning from Washington state to Washington DC
 2024-03-20 Plan commission advances development for more than 4200  A development that would bring an estimated 4250 homes to Bloomington's southwest side is moving forward
 2024-03-20 Gubernatorial candidates criticize state's economic develop   Nearly all of the gubernatorial candidates who will appear on the ballot this year are critical of the current Indiana Economic Development Corporation strategy
 2024-03-20 How does Indiana's tax structure compare to other states?  The UrbanBrookings Tax Policy Center's Richard Auxier said when comparing tax rates between states it's important to remember all comparisons are relative
 2024-03-20 Attorney general announces lawsuit against seven companie     A vial of insulin can cost pharmaceutical companies just a few dollars to produce but the cost to patients can be between $300 and $700 according to Indiana Attorney General Todd Rokita
 2024-03-20 BP oil refinery in Indiana resumes normal operations weeks      BP's sprawling oil refinery in northwest Indiana has resumed normal operations a spokesperson said Tuesday March 19 2024 more than six weeks after a power outage prompted the energy giant to temporarily shut down the complex and evacuate workers
 2024-03-20 IU Simon Cancer Center to establish lung cancer research cen      The gift honors Julie Wood's late husband Tom the wellknown Indianapolis auto executive who died in 2010
 2024-03-20 Epilepsy awareness day is next week  Sixtyfive million people have epilepsy and 50 percent of cases are undiagnosedÂ Â 
 2024-03-20 Will streetlights turn on during the eclipse? WFIU illuminate  Streetlight behavior during the solar eclipse will depend on where -- and how -- you are watching
 2024-03-20 Lawmakers shift the way Indiana funds gaming enforcement     The State Budget Committee made up primarily of lawmakers must now give approval before the executive branch can shift money to the Indiana Gaming Commission if it needs more funding for gaming enforcement
 2024-03-20 Governor Holcomb names Joseph Habig acting state budget  Deputy State Budget Director Joseph Habig will serve as acting budget director while maintaining his duties as deputy for the remaining months of Gov Eric Holcomb's term
 2024-03-20 State Sen. Jean Breaux dies after health issues forced her to    Sen Jean Breaux (DIndianapolis) has passed away the Senate Democratic caucus announced Wednesday
 2024-03-20 Indiana creates its first climate action plan. Advocates say th     Indiana's climate action plan prioritizes things like expanding renewable energy and green industrial processes making buildings more energy efficient adopting electric vehicles reducing food waste and filling out Indiana's urban tree canopy
 2024-03-20 IU's Holmes named third team All-America  It's the third straight year the fifthyear center has been named an AllAmerican She was a first team selection last year and honorable mention in 2022
 2024-03-20 Indiana men's basketball players enter the transfer portal  Kaleb Banks CJ Gunn and Payton Sparks were all added to the site Tuesday afternoon the day after the portal officially opened
 2024-03-20 Candidates for local state office meet at Bloomington youth   Candidates for local and state office are encouraging young adults to vote this May
 2024-03-21 Indiana organization joins national effort to strength IVF pro  Indiana code does protect IVF from the language of the abortion ban but the president of the Good Trouble Coalition said the organization is concerned about a future rollback or federal action that puts that language at risk
 2024-03-21 Catalent cutting 130 positions at Bloomington facility this w  The company had multiple rounds of position cuts through 2022 and 2023 at its Bloomington facility and at others across the country
 2024-03-21 Monroe County Airport taking reservations for landings on e   It costs $50 to land a pistonpowered smaller plane and $100 to land a turbinepowered bigger business plane
 2024-03-21 'Quiet progress' made on Southwest library flood repairs  Renovations at the southwest branch of the Monroe County Public Library will begin soon but it will still be at least a month before board members expect to announce a reopening date for the branch
 2024-03-21 DNR considers deer hunting reform  In a lengthy outline on the DNR website the agency detailed the 17 proposed changes and said it would simplify the process for hunters and reduce confusion
 2024-03-21 As lodging fills up for the eclipse tourists book some less-con   At the end of 2023 Visit Bloomington estimated 3000 lodging beds in Monroe Countyâ€¯Â It projects more than 150000 visitors for eclipse day
 2024-03-21 How can you tell if a product has toxic PFAS? Lack of labeling       The Environmental Working Group found high levels of PFAS in baby products like crib mattresses Without more guidance from the federal government consumers often have to rely on groups like this to know what products do and do not contain PFAS
 2024-03-21 Bloomington transit to seek federal funding for a new facility The board of directors will apply for $35 million from the Federal Transit Administration's Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities Program
 2024-03-22 Eclipse lodging solar panels taking up farmland developmen      Finding lodging for next month's total eclipse means thinking outside the box Acreage needed for solar panels is taking up farmland Bloomington residents are divided about a proposed development on the city's southwest side
 2024-03-21 Candidates for local state office meet at Bloomington forum  Democratic candidates for state and local met for a forum targeted toward youth voters Wednesday night at The Comedy Attic in Bloomington
 2024-03-22 Reitenour calls on Indianapolis TV stations to correct 'injusti       Republican gubernatorial candidate Jamie Reitenour says local television stations should correct the "injusticeâ€� of excluding her from primary debates
 2024-03-22 Free training on science of reading literacy endorsement ava     Indiana passed a law in 2023 that requires schools to use curriculums aligned with the science of reading by next school year
 2024-03-22 â€˜Death in the White House' -- a sneak peek at new Harriso     The family of Benjamin Harrison -- the only Hoosier president -- were no strangers to death while in the nation's capital
 2024-03-22 Indiana Gaming Commission waves aside concerns about ma       Indiana gaming officials seem to be largely dismissing concerns about a new law thatÂ will fundamentally shiftÂ the way gaming enforcement is funded
 2024-03-22 Indiana unemployment rate holds steady at 3.5 percent for s    Indiana's unemployment rate in the most recent jobs report released Friday remained steady in February at 35 percent That marks six consecutive months at that rate
 2024-03-22 Appeals court orders judge to probe claims of juror bias in B     A federal appeals court on Thursday ordered the judge who oversaw Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev's trial to investigate the defense's claims of juror bias and determine whether his death sentence should stand
 2024-03-22 Delayed rollout of simplified FAFSA creating more delays for    Many schools are having to move back dates and deadlines while answering lots of questions including Ball State University
 2024-03-22 Convention center expansion project seeking hotelier constr   The Capital Improvement Board met Wednesday afternoon with the interlocal agreement the city and county took almost a year to agree upon
 2024-03-22 Top floors of Bloomington parking garages off limits on eclip   The top floors of Bloomington's parking garages won't be publicly accessible April 8 the day of the total solar eclipse
 2024-03-23 Hoosiers seek to defend home court against hot Fairfield squ The fourthseeded Hoosiers (245) will have a homecourt advantage again when face 13thseeded Fairfield (311) in Saturday's first round Fifthseeded Oklahoma (229) will face No 12 Florida Gulf Coast (294) in the second game
 2024-03-23 Fourth-seeded Indiana rolls past Fairfield 89-56 in first round   Sara Scalia scores 27 points to lead fourthseeded Indiana to an 8956 victory over No 13 Fairfield in the first round of the women's NCAA tournament Scalia sank five of the Hoosiers' 10 3pointers
 2024-03-26 IU grad workers propose 3-day strike for higher pay union re  The Indiana Graduate Workers Union is preparing a 3day strike starting April 17 leaders in the group told members at a community meetingÂ The union still needs to vote on the proposal
 2024-03-24 Fill up your gas tank and prepare to wait. Some tips to prepa       Small towns and rural enclaves along the path of April's total solar eclipse are steeling for huge crowds of sun chasers who plan to catch a glimpse of day turning into dusk in North America
 2024-03-25 More time needed to assess if Indiana's work-based learning       As Indiana's new technical education overhaul rolls out for highschoolers across the state will workbased learning take hold as intended and transform how younger Hoosiers get jobready?
 2024-03-25 IU postpones event featuring Palestinian supporter of Israel  Mosab Hassan Yousef a former informant for Israeli security agencies and relative of one of Hamas's cofounders was to headline the IU Hillel event
 2024-03-25 Q+A: GOP candidates for governor on the economy  With less than 50 days before polls close on the Hoosier State's most competitive primary in decades the Indiana Capital Chronicle will publish four issuebased question and answers with the six Republican candidates
 2024-03-25 New law prompted by WFYI investigation tightens rules for s   Gov Eric Holcomb signed a new law that bars Indiana schools from temporarily removing a student from instruction -- known as "timeoutâ€� -- except as a last resort and in situations where safety is at risk
 2024-03-25 Mayor Thomson names Anna Killion-Hanson as housing and   Mayor Kerry Thomson named Anna KillionHanson director of the Housing and Neighborhood Development (HAND) Department last Monday
 2024-03-25 Advocates: Newly signed laws that could limit debt protectio   Advocates say recently signed bills that could weaken debt protections for Hoosiers are "frustratingâ€�
 2024-03-25 Two weeks left to register to vote in Indiana's 2024 primary e You can register to vote in Indiana online by mail or inperson
 2024-03-25 Indiana wants to know why young people are skipping colleg Reporter Dylan Peers McCoy spoke with Indiana Commissioner for Higher Education Chris Lowery about college affordability and why young people are skipping higher education
 2024-03-25 US Department of Energy awards Mitchell cement facility up       The US Department of Energy is awarding $6 billion to companies in highemitting industries through its Industrial Demonstrations Program
 2024-03-25 'Ponder the mystery of existence': William Shatner to speak     Shatner most known for his iconic role of Captain Kirk in the "Star Trekâ€� universe will deliver a 15minute performance at Indiana University's Hoosier Cosmic Celebration April 8 ahead of the total solar eclipse
 2024-03-26 Mackenzie Holmes spurs late rally that sends Indiana past O      Mackenzie Holmes scored 29 points including six in a row in a crucial stretch and No 4 seed Indiana rallied past fifthseeded Oklahoma 7568 in the second round of the NCAA Tournament
 2024-03-26 IU's Ware announces he's entering the NBA draft  The 7foot center averaged 159 points and 99 rebounds in his one season at Indiana earning second team AllBig Ten honors
 2024-03-26 Construction on Fullerton Pike project to begin April 9  Construction on the Fullerton Pike project is just around the corner with a start date of April 9
 2024-03-26 Testing for lead in kids' bones reveals evidence of long-term       Lead paint from homes built before 1980 is one of the most common sources of lead exposure for kids
 2024-03-26 County Council At-Large candidates discuss new jail housing   The Monroe County Council AtLarge candidates met at a forum Saturday held by the League of Women Voters to discuss housing the jail annexation and more
 2024-03-27 City seeks removal of County Residents Against Annexation f   City officials want to remove County Residents Against Annexation Inc as a party in the case against annexation of Areas 1A and 1B on Bloomington's southwest side
 2024-03-27 FAFSA glitches leave students colleges without crucial financ   Students hoping to attend colleges and universities across the state are still waiting on financial aid packages after a new FAFSA form caused confusion
 2024-03-27 Republican gubernatorial candidates spar in primary's first t   Attacks between some of the Republican candidates for governor sharpened Tuesday during the primary's first televised debate
 2024-03-27 Expert pushes back on attorney general's report on COVID-1       Indiana Attorney General Todd Rokita published a report that makes a number of claims including what he said are inaccurate COVID19 death counts and positivity rates from the state
 2024-03-27 Pregnant Hoosier deaths fall in latest report  The latest report from the Indiana Maternal Mortality Review Committee found that deaths for pregnant or recently pregnant Hoosiers fell from 92 in 2020 to 80 in 2021 with the biggest decrease for pregnancyassociated deaths
 2024-03-27 Statehouse repairs include cleaning the dome  Workers this week assembled a massive crane outside the Statehouse for a $125 million project that includes cleaning the copper dome
 2024-03-27 MCSSC plans to vote on redistricting at next meeting hire int   Board president April Hennessey said that even though any changes wouldn't likely take place until the 202526 school year she doesn't want to leave the public -- and teachers -- hanging
 2024-03-27 Indiana Finance Authority expands water study that include    The IFA -- tasked with analyzing water demand supply -- will now include every county that touches the headwaters of the Wabash River for a total of 28 counties
 2024-03-27 Indiana Democrats focus on flipping state House seats break    The Indiana Democratic Party is focused on flipping at least four seats in the state House this year which would break the supermajority Republicans have had for more than a decade
 2024-03-27 Pro-Israel and Palestine groups hold events in spite of speak   IU asked Hillel to postpone Mosab Hassan Yousef's talk until the fall citing unnamed security concerns
 2024-03-27 Shine On Music Fest to take place due to Shadowfest cancel  Through the frustration Spence Taylor saw an opportunity to start over
 2024-03-28 Indiana University will present a conference on diversity  One keynote speaker will be civil rights activistÂ KimberlÃ© Crenshaw who is credited for coining the terms "intersectionality" and "critical race theory" as well as creating the #SayHerName campaign
 2024-03-29 Preparations for eclipse prove rare and challenging  City leaders are gearing up for the total solar eclipse in a couple of weeks Officials say more than 300000 visitors could flock to Bloomington
 2024-03-28 City council rejects historic designation for Lower Cascades P  The Bloomington City Council has rejected an ordinance to establish a local historic designation for Lower Cascades Park
 2024-03-28 Investigators pull unidentified woman's body from White Riv    Indiana Department of Natural Resources conservation officers are working with the Bartholomew County Sheriff's Department to identify a body they recovered from the east fork of the White River
 2024-03-28 Hazing incidents to be public under new Indiana law  Universities in Indiana will be required to share details of hazing incidents that take place on their campuses under a new state law
 2024-03-28 A mom called 911 to get her son mental health help. He died      The woman would watch as her son Taylor Ware was bitten by a police dog shocked with a Taser pinned to the ground and injected with a sedative He would die at a hospital days later
 2024-03-28 Indiana Public Access Counselor opines on redacted invoices     The PAC said redactions are allowed but maintained that documents so far provided to media don't ensure transparency
 2024-03-28 Majority of GOP gubernatorial candidates in latest debate o      A majority of the Republican gubernatorial candidates on a debate stage Wednesday said they don't supportÂ the new Indiana lawÂ that couldÂ hold back thousands of studentsÂ who fail theirÂ third grade reading test
 2024-03-28 IDOE reveals first draft of high school graduation overhaul se      High school will look different for Indiana students in coming years The state revealedÂ its first attemptÂ at creatingÂ new graduation requirementsÂ on Wednesday
 2024-03-28 The Forge installs final steel beam construction to finish in O  The Forge part of the Bloomington Trades District Development installed the final steel beam as part of a "topping offâ€� ceremony for the structure People in attendance signed the steel beam before it was installed
 2024-03-28 Mixed sentiments on how crowds might affect communicati     While the community is anticipating slowdowns on WiFi and cellular networks phone companies say there shouldn't be any disruptions due to large crowds
 2024-03-28 Bryan Park Playground undergoing construction this spring  There will be a ribbon cutting ceremony for the new playground sometime later in the spring
 2024-03-28 Cleanup to begin on Franklin groundwater one year after pla    Many residents believe toxic vapors that seeped into homes and businesses from the water are responsible forÂ rare childhood cancersÂ andÂ other health problemsÂ in the area
 2024-03-28 Indiana National Guard to depart for U.S.-Mexico border  The 50 men and women selected from more than 300 volunteers depart Indiana for the Texas border town of El Paso after Easter weekend
 2024-03-28 Jacobs School of Music will host popup summit on AI and mu AlgoRhythms: The World of Music and AI is scheduled for March 29 and 30 at Indiana University Bloomington
 2024-03-28 Republican candidates argue over outsider status in governo   Indiana Republican candidates for governor are sparring with each other in bids to claim "outsiderâ€� status in the race
 2024-03-28 IU Health center in Spencer currently closed will reopen next  Residents first noticed a paper sign on the door on Wednesday saying the Owen County facility is closed until further notice
 2024-03-28 Emergency services have prepared for the eclipse for month        The department said the eclipse is an "allhandsondeckâ€� event for first responders The path of totality will stretch 115 miles wide and will cover most of the state -- making Indiana a great place to travel to view the "historicâ€� event
 2024-03-28 City council to consider resolution for Gaza ceasefire human   The Bloomington City Council will consider a resolution calling for a ceasefire and humanitarian aid in Gaza
 2024-03-28 Groundbreaking ceremony kicks-off Kitchen Express fundrais   The facility on Bloomington's near westside served nearly 40000 carryout meals last year
 2024-03-28 Bloomington council passes resolution against LEAP pipeline  The Bloomington City Council passed a resolution expressing its opposition to the Indiana LEAP pipeline project in Lebanon
 2024-03-29 Fort Wayne Mayor Tom Henry has died  His death comes a month after he announced a diagnosis of latestage stomach cancer
 2024-03-29 Lilly Library home to 16000 miniature books  The library owns thousands of miniature books measuring three inches or less
 2024-03-29 Blind people can hear and feel April's total solar eclipse with   While eclipse watchers look to the skies people who are blind or visually impaired will be able to hear and feel the celestial event
 2024-03-29 Hillel Center speaker canceled eclipse cellular service shorta        The Hillel Center cancels an appearance by the son of a Hamas cofounder who has been accused of Islamophobia With thousands expected for the eclipse many are worried about disruptions to cellular service And the state is trying to make up for a shortage of Emergency Medical Service workers
 2024-03-29 How do I avoid penalties when filing my taxes? One expert g         The deadline to file last year's tax returns is April 15 One expert advises Hoosiers on how to avoid penalties for late or incomplete filings
 2024-03-29 Githens faces Madeira Volan at debate for county commissio   Incumbent District 3 Commissioner Penny Githens faced challengers Jody Madeira and Steve Volan at a Thursday debate at the Bloomington Country Club
 2024-03-29 USDA report estimates less corn more soybeans to be plante    US farmers are expected to plant 90 million acres of corn a decrease of five percent and 865 million acres of soybeans an increase of three percent over last year
 2024-03-29 State officials aim to tackle shortage of EMTs and paramedic     State officials are sounding the alarm on a rising need for emergency service workers as call volume escalated from 2019 to 2022



Arts Q1 2024
Theater reviews and previews, newsmagazine features, and long-form interviews within the hourlong weekly show Inner States

 Post Date Title Description
 2024-01-05 How to Watch Old Movies  Jack Lindner reminds us why we should watch old movies on film Then IU Cinema Director Alicia Kozma talks about how to approach movies that have shall we say "outdated" attitudes about social issues
 2024-01-12 Postcard from Paoli  This week on Inner States a postcard from Paoli Indiana where a tomato products warehouse has been transformed into a community space and enhanced the already existing magical realism of the town
 2024-01-18 Webster's B!+@#  Constellation Stage and Screen's latest play is about gender obscenity lexicographers and office politics According to the actors it's also a lot of fun
 2024-01-19 Don't Go Pro  Diana Hong practiced for 13 years to become a professional golfer But at the last minute she became a standup comedian instead This week stories about people who almost achieve their dreams and then hook left
 2024-01-26 Becoming a Participant in th   Sam's day job involves removing invasive plants and restoring native ones Fire is one of the ways he does that He's a lifelong hunter too  that's what got him into landscape restoration This week a walk in the woods with Sam Shoaf
 2024-02-01 An American Dream  A new opera examines possessions as symbols of home connection and of the soul
 2024-02-02 Don't Fight Your Political Ene    It's easy to want to fight our political enemies but it's often more effective to outorganize them On this week's Inner States we look back to a time â€“ not so long ago â€“ when Midwesterners did just that Historian Cory Haala tells us about Progressive Populists in the 1980s and 1990s
 2024-02-09 Singing for Ukraine  When Iryna Voloshyna started a Slavic choir at IU in 2021 she didn't realize it would be a local expression of a political situation halfway around the world But then in February 2022 Russia invaded Ukraine and suddenly the choir was in high demand
 2024-02-16 Your Neighborhood Shapesh  This week a profile of the alien who roams downtown Bloomington a werewolf two witches and the childhood that led to an article about the secret government facility under Bloomington's water treatment plant Plus a discussion about how shapeshifters help us think about gender
 2024-02-20 African Ceramics Across the  A new book about African ceramics across the continent with a focus on SubSaharan Africa especially Nigeria and Cameroon
 2024-02-23 Director Todd Gould on the         It's not the documentary but the connections you help people make along the way
 2024-02-23 A Nature Walk in the Future      A walk in the woods with botanist Ellen Jacquart about 25 years in the future And a conversation with the director of the new documentary Major Taylor: Champion of the Race
 2024-02-29 Eugene Onegin  IU Jacobs School of Music Opera Theater presents the timeless tragedy of one of Russian literature's "superfluous men"
 2024-03-01 Why Set Your Novel in India       Comedian Mohanad Elshieky explains the difference between comedy and therapy and novelist Tess Gunty tells us why she set her National Book Award winning novel in Indiana
 2024-03-08 Inner States presents Inferno   This week Inner States presents Episode 3 of Fire!: An American Burning Inferno at Whiting is about the 1955 Whiting Refinery fire in Whiting Indiana It's also about how oil â€“ and fire  are at the heart of the modern world
 2024-03-15 A Net Maker and Remember           On this week's Inner States producer Violet Baron takes us to rural southern Indiana where Danny Cain still makes fishing nets by hand Then we listen to a 2016 interview with Peter LoPilato who founded the Ryder Magazine and Film Series He passed away on March 7
 2024-03-22 Jad Abumrad on Talking with  Radiolab founder Jad Abumrad has been interviewing interviewers lately: journalists therapists conflict mediators salespeople We talk about what it takes to have a meaningful conversation
 2024-03-26 Studying the Work of Radiol     A seminar on the Indiana University campus is studying the work of Jad Abumrad Inner States producer Alex Chambers caught a bit of their discussion
 2024-03-28 Star on the Rise  The IU Jacobs School of Music Ballet Theater transports La Bayadere to GoldenAge Hollywood
 2024-03-29 How the Midwest Helped Ya          Yalie Saweda Kamara's first fulllength poetry collection Besaydoo has been getting attention -- and for good reason This week we talk about the book how moving to the Midwest changed her and how teaching keeps her honest



Earth Eats Q1 2024
Studio interviews and features from the field focused on sustainable practices in farming, cooking, and living 

 Post Date Title Description
 2024-03-08 Alicia Kennedy considers the cultural history of vegetaria   In her new book No Meat Required food writer Alicia Kennedy looks at vegetarian movements of the past and shares her lowtech vision for the future of food
 2024-01-05 When a library includes a teaching kitchen community co   Former public library director Marylin Wood asked the community what they wanted in a new library The answers included connections with nature and space to cook together
 2024-01-09 Why there's a storm brewing about global food aid from   Workers for Catholic Relief Services in Haiti got a stomachturning surprise last year when they swung open the doors of some 20footlong shipping containers Insects had infested thousands of bags of food None of the sorghum or milled corn and soybeans donated by the US government was fit for human consumption
 2024-01-09 Foragers build a community of plants and people while c     James Beard awardwinning chef Alexis Nikole Nelson harvests wild food while building a community of plants and people
 2024-01-09 Canning is the new old-fashioned way home cooks are p        Canning -- once a necessity so families could have fruits and vegetables through the winter -- has turned into a hobby A look at how canning evolved from the home to factories and why people are returning to the practice
 2024-01-09 Malasadas Two Ways  "If you've ever been to Hawai'i for Malasada Day then you know how popular and delicious these pastries are Hawaiianstyle malasadas are a deepfried Portuguese doughnut rolled in sugar creating a light and fluffy treat that you can stuff with a creamy coconut haupia or guava pudding or leave unfilled It's the perfect dessert for all my sweettooth friends"  Rel
 2024-01-09 Socially disadvantaged producers operate at a higher ris     A US Department of Agriculture report found â€œsocially disadvantaged producersâ€� especially Black farmers operate at a higher risk level compared to their white counterparts and are less likely to receive government payments
 2024-01-12 Farm-to-fork education at an elementary school  Join us for a tour of a new midwestern elementary ag school and a conversation with a farmtoschool garden coordinator
 2024-01-10 Should the U.S. keep old trees around to store carbon or        Some conservationists argue a recent Forest Service report will lead to more logging of old trees They say federal forests should be left alone to soak up carbon emissions But the Forest Service says in coming decades older trees will absorb less carbon
 2024-01-16 Sushi restaurants are thriving in Ukraine bringing jobs an       Nearly anywhere you go in Ukraine -- even in artilleryscarred frontline towns -- the country's battered but vital consumer economy is still chugging along
 2024-01-19 High school students learn about plants (and life) in thei    As we head back to the classroom consider the value of outdoor learning We speak with educators and students about what gardens at their high schools mean to them
 2024-01-23 Grilled Mango Sticky Rice  Instead of traditional desserts my parents handed all their kids fruit after a meal to satisfy our sweet tooth This very lightly sweet dish reminds me of sitting at the dinner table with my family whom I love so very much Sticky rice is traditional to Vietnamese cuisine and I added the mango for more sweetness and flavor
 2024-01-24 How Mexico City's biggest wholesale market is combatin    Since 2020 the 800acre Central de Abastos market has reduced daily food waste by 24% and delivered almost 800 tons of unsold food to soup kitchens
 2024-01-26 Celebrating 15 years of food stories with chocolate pupu     Join us for a trip down memory lane on Earth Eats' 15th anniversary
 2024-02-03 â€œWe don't own the land we're taking care of itâ€�--con       Celebrating 15 years of stories that matter with another favorite from the archives about stewarding the land for future generations
 2024-02-09 When the apocalypse comes what will we eat?  This week on earth eats beans and corn and cornbread and bean poetry and planning for your own apocalypse
 2024-02-16 Author Jori Lewis on the natural and human history of th   While peanut butter is one of my favorite foods I can't say that I have given much thought to the peanut as a crop or paid any attention to its role in history
 2024-02-23 Meet the guy who cooks for fliesâ€“and for science  Take a peek inside the fruit fly kitchen on the Indiana University campus
 2024-02-13 A big idea for small farms: How to link agriculture nutritio     In Boulder Colo the county is investing in sustainable farming and helping people buy local produce It's been called "a triple win" â€“ for customers farmers and the economy
 2024-03-01 This new food truck makes top-notch plant-based food t  When Nicole Schonemann switched to a plantbased diet she was looking for delicious food and noticed her community had a gap Planted Bloomington hopes to fill it
 2024-03-15 Sushi rolling meatpacking and community gardening  Tammy Ho talks about her research on Burmese refugees in the US food system
 2024-03-22 Present and future foodways in Ukraineâ€“a conversatio     Geographer Elizabeth Cullen Dunn talks with Earth Eats about visiting ice cream factories and small dairy farms in Ukraine as the country faces uncertainty around the war and changes in land policy
 2024-03-22 Cake in the time of war in Gaza  Batool Cakes a professional bakery in Rafah has reopened to meet the demand of displaced Palestinians seeking cakes to celebrate life even amid war
 2024-03-29 Youth in Indianapolis build personal and community res       Join us for a community garden tour and conversation with Phyllis Boyd former director of Groundwork Indy
 2024-03-29 This farmer's livelihood was ruined by PFAS-contaminate         Biosolids -- a type of treated sewage byproduct from wastewater treatment plants -- are used as a nutrientrich fertilizer on farms across the Midwest But a group of toxic â€œforever chemicalsâ€� are slipping through the cracks and could be inadvertently contaminating millions of acres of farmland
 2024-03-29 Honey production grew in 2023 -- but it's a small bright s      For the first time in three years honey yields rose across the United States It's good news in an industry facing headwinds
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PSAs Q1 2024
COMMUNITY MINUTE
Twenty one-minute spots in rotation, each featuring the voice of a non-profit executive, playing at 5:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m., and 3:00 p.m. each weekday.
The module airs an average of 66 times per month, 198 times per quarter.
H = Holdover from previous quarter.

ORGANIZATION
All Options Pregnancy H
Beacon H
Bloomington Community Band H
Bloomington Developmental Learning H
Bloomington Montessori H
Catholic Charities H
City of Bloomington Leaf Collection H
Community Kitchen H
Conservation Law Center H
Healthy Families H
HealthNet H
Meals on Wheels H
Monroe Co Invasive Species H
Mother Hubbard's Cupboard H
Opportunity House H
SHIP
Sing for Joy H
Tandem Birth Center H
Waste Reduction District
Women Writing for a Change H
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